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Welcome from the Chair of The Andy Thomas Space Foundation
The Andy Thomas Space Foundation is delighted to
welcome you to the 13th Australian Space Forum.

• Providing internship opportunities to
tertiary students with some of Australia’s
leading space technology companies,
• Financially supporting undergraduate
study in space-related fields, and

The Australian Space Forum is the nation’s
premier space industry event. For some of
our participants this will be the 13th time
they have attended. We are proud that we
have such a loyal following and that we are
supported by new sponsors, exhibitors,
presenters, and audience at each
biannual forum.
It is important to remember that the
Australian Space Forum is conducted by a
not for profit organisation which means that
any surplus generated by a successful event
is not treated as a return to shareholders or
investors but instead is applied in Australia to
the scholarship awards and prizes we grant to
deserving winners from our Education Fund.
In 2022 we will be building on the success
of our seven inaugural programs for
scholarships, awards and prizes that
were successfully launched in 2021. Once
again, each program will be dedicated to
supporting the development in Australia
of students at all levels of their education.
These will include:

• Giving financial awards to some of
Australia’s leading PhD researchers for
their work on advanced space science
topics.
We are also a key supporter of the Australian
Space Discovery Centre and our programs
include underwriting the costs of visits by
school groups to the Centre.
The achievement of our education and
outreach mission is only possible with the
support of our sponsors and donors and we
thank them for their generosity. Thanks to the
decision in 2021 of the Australian Parliament
to confer Deductible Gift Recipient status on
the Foundation we are now able to offer tax
deductibility to private donors as well as to
corporations.
Thank you for registering for the 13th
Australian Space Forum. Whatever your area
of space interest is, we are confident that you
will enjoy and benefit from the experience.
Michael Davis AO
Chair, The Andy Thomas Space Foundation

• Advancing the skills of primary school
teachers in STEM learning and design
thinking,
• Supporting space-related science
research projects at high school level,
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Moon to Mars initiative
Accelerating the growth of Australia’s space industry

Demonstrator Mission Grants
Australian businesses
and researchers will be
able to access grants
between $750,000 and
$10 million to help launch
their technology into space.

Apply for a grant
from 14 March 2022
For more information and to apply visit
space.gov.au
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Welcome from the Head of
the Australian Space Agency

As the world continues to work through what
has been a challenging two years, space has
remained a constant source of inspiration for
humanity and our future – one that pushes
the limits of what is possible. The criticality
of space-derived data and services to the
safety, security and prosperity of all nations
increases daily and connects us globally
in a unique way. Australia’s contribution to
the global space economy continues to
accelerate thanks to the tireless efforts of so
many across our sector.
2021 was an exciting year for the Australian
space sector. We saw an increasing number
of Australian payloads being launched
into space by businesses and research
institutions. We look forward to seeing more
Aussie-made technologies with increasing
sophistication take flight in 2022. Last year
also saw increasing private investment
flow into Australian space companies, and
a number of universities step up and invest
significantly in their space programs. This
has provided a platform for our sector to grow
and scale.
For the Australian Space Agency, we have
continued to open doors internationally by
signing agreements with Korea and India, as
well as undertaking negotiations with the
United States on a Technology Safeguards
Agreement. We have also declared that
Australia is open for launch, with the first
space launch attempt under the amended
Space Act. In 2022 we are poised to see
additional spaceports activitated and new
launch attempts, subject to regulatory
approvals.
And in perhaps the biggest milestone since
our formation, we announced that Australia
is going to the Moon. We have reached an
agreement with NASA for an Australian-made

semi-autonomous rover to be included in a
future lunar mission as part of our flagship
Moon to Mars initiative. This project will
demonstrate our world-leading expertise in
remote operations and create opportunities
to support future missions to the Moon
and beyond.
As we progress through 2022, space
continues to be prioritised by government
in a big way. It is one of six priority areas
under the Federal Government’s $1.5 billion
Modern Manufacturing Strategy. Space is
also a Sovereign Industrial Capability Priority,
and a priority in the Blueprint for Critical
Technologies and the University Research
Commercialisation Action Plan. This is a
strong signal that the government sees
space as a critical investment area; integral
to the growth and the continued recovery of
the Australian economy.
That is why as a sector we must continue
to demonstrate an unyielding focus on
the future and a cohesive vision on where
we are headed. In the editorial section of
this program, I outline the importance of
taking hold of the energy, momentum and
confidence we are experiencing to better
unify the talent and unique capabilities
across the country. This will be critical if
we are going to realise our true potential
and become a leading space nation. And it
is through events like the Australian Space
Forum that we can connect and explore
future collaboration opportunities to
accelerate us to that next phase of success.
The remainder of 2022 has so much instore
for the Agency and our space sector. We
will return to the international event stage,
continue to open more doors and attract
more investment into our industry. We will
also finalise our technical roadmaps, and work
on enhancing our regulations responsibly.
And finally, we will continue to play our part
in inspiring the nation and our future space
workforce; reminding the public of the critical
role space plays in maintaining and improving
our lives.

Enrico Palermo
Head of Australian Space Agency
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Message from the CEO of The Andy Thomas Space Foundation
For the 13th time we are here to convene in one of the most
prestigious space events in Australia, bringing together
the full spectrum of researchers, academics, suppliers,
industry professionals and end users to connect and
create profitable opportunities.

For almost seven years, the Australian Space
Forum has been a leader in the field of space
exhibitions and conferences in Australia. Today
we are celebrating the 13th edition with a
vibrant conference that includes presentations
from the Australian, European and Canadian
Space Agencies, as well as three panels in
which globally recognised speakers will discuss
their activities and best practices. In parallel,
the Forum hosts an industry showcase which
represents the largest space exhibition in
this country with more than 70 organisations
presenting their products and services.
This year the exhibition area will include an
inaugural ‘Education Corridor’ which allows
organisations to present programs and
experiences aimed at encouraging more
students to undertake STEM studies.
Following on from the previous Forum, within
this booklet features an editorial section
highlighting ‘What will the space sector look
like in five years?’ with contributions from
prominent experts discussing the growth of
the Australian space ecosystem. This time
we invited senior officials in Australian states
and territories to provide articles outlining
their government’s programs and strategies
for the development of the space sector. The
specific question we asked was ‘How is your
state or territory supporting the Australian
Government's space strategy of tripling the
sector’s contribution to GDP to AUD$12 billion
and creating an additional 20,000 direct
jobs by 2030? ’ with the aim of encouraging a
constructive and ongoing national dialogue on
this topic. I strongly encourage you to review
these contributions for an insight into
Australia’s developing space future. These
editorials can be found from page 9.
Always thinking about the future, this Forum
includes the following three panels discussing
topics that pose imminent challenges to the
space sector in Australia.
Defence Space Update - Securing Australia’s
Use of Space in a Changing World. Defence is
implementing an ambitious multi-billion4

dollar space capability acquisition program and
is transforming as an organisation to better
utilise space. The ADF works closely across
Government, particularly with the Australian
Space Agency, on the Government’s priority to
develop and grow Australia’s sovereign space
industry, enabling greater innovation, capability,
and resilience for the future. This session will
update and explore the Defence approach to
assuring Australia’s access to space in a fastchanging world.
Space Traffic Coordination and Management:
The Next Step in Space Situational Awareness.
Significant efforts and investments are
being poured into building space situational
awareness (SSA) capabilities, which are aimed
at generating comprehensive and continuous
understanding of the space environment and the
objects therein. Although work is still ongoing,
it is nevertheless useful to ask at this juncture,
“What next after SSA?” This international panel
aims to discuss the progress, challenges,
and outlook on space traffic coordination and
management from an expert perspective,
factoring in the role that individual nations play,
such as Australia, in this global mission.
Life Science Research Enabling Long-term
Space Habitation. Long-term off-Earth
habitation is on the horizon. By 2025, humans will
have established the new Lunar Gateway Space
Station as a necessary precursor to crewed
Mars missions, however, critical technologies to
enable remote habitation, where re-supply of
resources from Earth is not a viable option, lag
in their development. This panel will explore the
life science, psychology, and clinical research
translation advancements and their evolution
into practices that are needed to support extraterrestrial life in the long-term.
Thank you to all of you, colleagues, speakers,
attendees, and volunteers for being a part of this
vibrant event.
Nicola Sasanelli AM
CEO, The Andy Thomas Space Foundation

Download the Australian
Space Forum App
We encourage all face-to-face
delegates to download the Forum app.
You can connect to the app through
your relevant app store by searching
for The Event App by EventsAIR
and download.
Once downloaded, open the app and
enter the event code 13ASF.
Please sign in using your email address
and your pin number to access all
features. Your pin number can be
found in the email that was sent to
you on 24 February 2022. Alternatively,
please see the staff at the registration
desk for assistance.
Use the app to:
• View the full program
• Join in the Q&A
• Rate, comment and take notes on
sessions you attend
• Locate exhibitors you want to visit
• Connect with other delegates,
plus more!*

*Please note that attendees must be
signed into the app to view messages.

13th Australian Space Forum
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Forum Schedule
Facilitated by Adjunct Professor Nicola Sasanelli AM,
CEO of The Andy Thomas Space Foundation.

Time

Session

Room

8.00

Registration Open
Tea and coffee on arrival

Hall H

8.45

Opening Session
including a welcome from the Premier of South Australia –
The Hon Steven Marshall MP and from The Hon Melissa Price MP,
Minister for Defence Industry, and Science and Technology

Halls C & D

9.05

International Space Trends
•
Enrico Palermo, Head of Australian Space Agency
•
Lisa Campbell, President of the Canadian Space Agency
•
Yves Doat, Head of the Estrack Stations & Infrastructure Section,
European Space Agency

Halls C & D

9.50

Morning Tea

Hall H

10.30

Research and Development Panel: Defence Space Update
– Securing Australia’s Use of Space in a Changing World

Halls C & D

Keynote
AVM Cath Roberts, AO, CSC, Commander, Defence
Space Command
Facilitator
GPCAPT Marty Nussio, Defence Liaison Officer,
Australian Space Agency
Panelists
•
•
•
•
•

AVM Cath Roberts, AO, CSC, Commander, Defence Space Command
Enrico Palermo, Head of Australian Space Agency
Professor Tanya Monro, Chief Defence Scientist
Professor Andy Koronios, CEO & Managing Director, SmartSat CRC
Jim McDowell, CEO, Nova Systems

11.50

Lunch

Hall H

13.30

Research & Development Panel: Space Traffic Coordination
and Management: The Next Step in Space Situational Awareness

Halls C & D

Keynote
Associate Professor Moriba Jah, Aerospace Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics Department, The University of Texas,
Austin / Chief Scientific Advisor, Privateer
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Time

Session

Room

Facilitator
Professor Tat-Jun Chin, SmartSat CRC Professorial Chair of
Sentient Satellites
•

•
•
•

•
•

Halls C & D

Panelists
Associate Professor Moriba Jah, Aerospace Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics Department, University of Texas, Austin /
Chief Scientific Advisor, Privateer
Dr. Tim Flohrer, Head of Space Debris Office, Space Safety Programme
Office, Directorate of Operations, European Space Agency
Dr. Jason Held, Chief Executive Officer, Saber Astronautics
Professor Melissa de Zwart, Professor (Digital Technology, Security
& Governance), Jeff Bleich Center for the US Alliance in Digital
Technology, Security and Governance
Elizabeth Pearce, SSA and PNT Lead, Office of the CTO, Australian
Space Agency
GPCAPT Andrew Gillman, Director Space Control, Royal Australian
Air Force

14.50

Afternoon Tea

Hall H

15.30

Research & Development Panel: Life Science Research Enabling
Long-term Space Habitation

Halls C & D

Keynote
Dr. Gioia Massa, Lead Space Crop Production Research Provision
for ISS and Long-term Missions, Kennedy Space Centre, NASA
Facilitator
Professor Matthew Gilliham, Director, Waite Research Institute,
The University of Adelaide
•
•
•
•

•
•

Panelists
Dr. Gioia Massa, Lead Space Crop Production Research Provision
for ISS and Long-term Missions, Kennedy Space Centre, NASA
Dr. Jitendra Joshi, Chief Technologist, New Energy, Woodside Energy
Dr. Gordon Cable, Specialist in Aerospace Medicine / Medical Director,
Human Aerospace Pty Ltd
Professor Sally Gras, Director of the Dairy Innovation Hub / Director
Faster, Smarter Pharma & Food Manufacturing Program,
The University of Melbourne
Christine Escobar, Vice President, Space Lab
Cesare Lobascio, Senior Expert, Life Support and Habitability,
Thales Alenia Space

17.00

13th Australian Space Forum Conclusion
Adj Prof Nicola Sasanelli AM, CEO, The Andy Thomas Space Foundation

Halls C & D

17.05

Networking Hour

Hall H

13th Australian Space Forum
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Another Giant Leap
for South Australia
Home to the Australian Space Agency, Australian Space
Discovery Centre, Mission Control Centre, the nation’s
first two launch facility licences, over 90 space-related
companies, Australia’s first state satellite and a future space
manufacturing hub – South Australia is at the forefront
of the nation’s space endeavours.
Explore the possibilities now at sasic.sa.gov.au
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Opinion
“What will the
space sector
look like in
five years?”
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“How is your state or territory supporting
the Australian Government space strategy
of tripling the sector’s contribution to GDP
to AUD$12 billion and creating an additional
20,000 direct jobs by 2030.”
Foreword
Nicola
Sasanelli

In the last 10 years, states and territories
in Australia have played an essential role in
the growth of the Australian space sector. In
recent years, we have seen the establishment
of many new public and private organisations.
Some organisations that were historically
involved in mature sectors such as defence
and automotive, are now discovering
opportunities in space. Start-ups have
become scale-ups and we now have a number
of SMEs with more than 50 employees.
Space activities started in Australia after
the Second World War with international
activities at the Woomera Test Range. Today
we are witnessing a renaissance of the
Australian space sector, with the following
organisations deserving particular mention:
• The Australian Space Agency was
established in 2018 with a goal of
developing the civil space sector in
Australia. The Agency is implementing

10

the Australian Civil Space Strategy 2019
– 2028. This plan includes four Strategic
Space Pillars and seven National Civil
Space Priorities that build on Australia’s
areas of strengths and address our
challenges. This plan is built around the
main economic goal to triple the sector’s
contribution to GDP to AUD$12 billion and
create an additional 20,000 direct jobs by
2030. From 2019, the Australian Space
Agency started to provide strategic
guidelines on specific thematic areas by
publishing a technology road map for each
of the seven priority areas. What will be
the future?
• The SmartSat Cooperative Research
Centre (CRC) was established in 2020
with a budget of more than AU$250
million over seven years. It aims to
develop a vibrant and dynamic national
environment in the Australian space sector
for satellite research and development.

This collaborative organisation, including
universities, research organisations,
private companies and start-ups, is
leading Australia’s effort to develop
leading-edge solutions and projects in
satellite technology. In less than three
years, the CRC has been able to fund more
than 60 research projects and more than
35 PhD students as well as a network of
nodes in states and territories and other
education and outreach activities. What
will be the future?
• The Andy Thomas Space Foundation
was established in 2020 with the goal of
promoting and supporting the highest
quality space activities in Australia – to
drive progress in education, research,
and innovation. In two years, an Education
Fund has been established, providing
more than AUD$500,000 in scholarships,
awards, and prizes at all levels of
education from primary school to postdoctoral studies. The Foundation has now
hosted three Australian Space Forums,
including this one, with more to come.
What will be the future?
Many other initiatives and activities have
been developed in recent years and the role
of each state and territory in Australia has
been crucial in supporting the growth of this
space ecosystem. What will be the future of
engagement between national organisations
and government?

creating an additional 20,000 direct jobs
by 2030?’
I sincerely thank:
• Australian Space Agency Mr. Enrico Palermo
• Australian Capital Territory Government Mr. Brent Chick
• New South Wales Government Mr. Mike Gallagher
• Northern Territory Government –
Mr. Andrew Cowan
• Queensland Government –
Air Vice-Marshal Neil Hart (ret’d)
• South Australian Government –
Mr. Richard Price
• Tasmanian Government –
Mr. Stan Corrigan
• Victorian Government –
Dr. Amanda Caples
• Western Australian Government –
Ms. Linda Dawson
Enjoy reading!
Nicola Sasanelli AM
CEO, The Andy Thomas Space Foundation

Here we explore the future of the space
sector with leaders from each state and
territory. I have invited each to provide a
short contribution providing answer to the
question: ‘How is your state or territory
supporting the Australian Government’s
space strategy of tripling the sector’s
contribution to GDP to AUD$12 billion and

13th Australian Space Forum
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“The Australian space sector is experiencing
a huge uptick in confidence. We are building
a reputation as a competitive and talented
space nation.”

Enrico
Palermo

In the one year I have had the privilege
of leading the Australian Space Agency,
I have seen our industry become stronger
and determined to reach the next phase
of success.
The world is noticing the capabilities,
technologies and research expertise
Australia can offer. This is a testament to
our states and territories leaning forward by
investing in space activities and delivering
on their space strategies to push the
boundaries, implement our roadmaps and
passionately engage with our mission to
triple the size of Australia’s space sector by
2030. Every state and territory government
I have engaged with has driven, passionate
and talented professionals that are moving
our sector forward, and I thank them for all
that they do and contribute.

12

As you read on, it’s clear our space sector
comprises of unique expertise across each
state and territory; making our industry
incredibly special and diverse. Collectively,
our nation’s capabilities create a space
package that is globally desirable and
complementary. By playing into these
strengths, we can continue taking our
space sector to the next level and bring
greater growth and opportunities for the
whole sector.
However, to achieve our full potential we
have work to do to improve our cohesiveness
as a sector; ensuring we all pull in the
same direction and leverage each other’s
advantages and capabilities to drive us
forward. There is opportunity to enhance
coordination of investments and strategies
so the sum of our efforts are much more than

the individual parts. We need to understand
and integrate the complete pipeline of space
opportunities that exist within Australia.
The Agency is determined to stand up and
lead on this, and provide you as an industry
with a space blueprint that is truly national
and unified. It is in all of our interests to get
this right. By doing so, we will be able to
shift from a start-up to a scale-up mindset;
leverage each other’s advantages and
capabilities; create more opportunities and
demand for Australian industry technologies;
increase our potential for international
space mission participation; and inspire and
further demonstrate the value of space to the
Australian community.

Enrico Palermo
Head of Australian Space Agency

13th Australian Space Forum
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“Our space ecosystem is well-developed
with one in four Australian space-related
jobs situated here.”

Brent Chick

Australian Capital Territory

Canberra, Space Capital of Australia
Canberra has an incredible array of
infrastructure to support the growth of over
50 space-related companies and new startups, including:
• The University of New South Wales
Canberra (UNSW Canberra) Concurrent
Design Facility and the Australian National
University (ANU) National Space Test
Facilities which collectively provide end
to end capabilities for the assembly,
integration, simulation and testing of
space-based instruments and small
satellites,
• A small satellite manufacturing capability
and the emerging local supply chain for
this capability,
• The National Computational Infrastructure
at ANU which is the most highly integrated
supercomputing and data facility in the
southern hemisphere,
• NASA’s Canberra Deep Space
Communication Complex, and
• ANU and UNSW Canberra who are among
the most active institutions in space
related disciplines in Australia, with
exciting spin-off companies, investment
and commercialisation activities.
Space sector growth
The ACT Government has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
the Australian Space Agency and is jointly
committed to growth of the space sector in
the Canberra region.
14

Development of our space sector will focus
on four key areas:
1. Investment attraction to Canberra’s
space technology sector.
2. Enhancing commercialisation of
Canberra’s already strong space research
capabilities.
3. Developing export capabilities of space
businesses, education and research
institutions.
4. Growing the skilled space technology
workforce to meet projected industry
demand.
Investment attraction to Canberra’s space
technology sector
The ACT Government will look to leverage
international funding and consortia to
deliver greater awareness and demand for
Canberra space products. For example, the
$150 million Australia-NASA ‘Moon to Mars’
program, of which Canberra companies have
a significant workshare and the Australia-UK
‘Space Bridge’.
Specifically, our focus will be to share the
Canberra opportunity with international
investors in the following areas:
• Advanced communication technologies.
• Position, navigation and timing
infrastructure.
• Space Situational Awareness (SSA)
and debris monitoring.
• Earth Observation Services.

• Research and Development.
• Space-based Education and
Training Services.
Enhancing commercialisation of Canberra’s
already strong space research capabilities
The ACT Government has previously
supported space commercialisation efforts
for SMEs, start-ups, and researchers to
access the largest space flight test facilities
in Australia at ANU’s National Space Test
Facilities at Mt Stromlo.
Working closely with Canberra’s research
centres the ACT Government is committed
to continuing funding for new R&D projects
that have great commercial potential. The
ACT Government has recently agreed to
co-fund R&D projects with the Smart Satellite
Cooperative Research Centre. Current
available funding for this agreement is set
at $2 million.
The ACT Government continues
to be instrumental in accelerating
commercialisation opportunities through
other regulatory and other non-financial
support. A recent example is our assistance
in establishing Australia’s first quantum
optical ground station that enables
communications with spacecraft.
Developing export capabilities of
space businesses, education and
research institutions
The ACT Government is growing space
industry exports through our International
Engagement and SisterCity partnerships
for new intergovernmental and industry
arrangements.

Our export team will look to strengthen
engagement with space technology
exporters and key stakeholders to better
understand clients’ export interests, needs
and priorities. Our Austrade TradeStart
representative and Office of International
Engagement will continue to support and
promote Austrade’s events, exhibitions,
seminars and missions to promote our
companies abroad.
Grow the skilled space technology workforce
to meet projected industry demand
The ACT Government works with industry
partners and education institutions to
identify skills gaps, future workforce
requirements and any potential barriers to
study that the ACT Government can address
and alleviate. As international borders reopen, our branding and tertiary education
promotional activities will be paramount in
encouraging new entrants to study spacerelated disciplines and choose Canberra as
their destination for that study.
The ACT Government’s Future Jobs Fund,
part of a broader Knowledge Capital Plan,
supports collaborative co-investment in
projects that generate high job growth,
attract talent, lead to greater diversification
of skills and retain graduates in Canberra into
meaningful employment after study.
For further information about the ACT Space
Industry visit https://canberra.com.au/
business/why-canberra/sector-profiles/
space/ or email: brent.chick@act.gov.au

Brent Chick
Director, Space and Innovation

13th Australian Space Forum
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“NSW is supporting the Australian Government’s
Space Strategy to triple the sector’s
contribution to GDP to $12 billion and create an
additional 20,000 direct jobs by 2030.”

Mike
Gallagher
New South Wales

New South Wales, with its iconic capital city
of Sydney and vibrant regions, is Australia’s
most populous state and largest economy.
With the greatest mass of the Australian
space industry based in NSW, the state is
very well placed, economically, politically, and
geographically to underpin the Australian
Space Agency’s goal that will triple the size of
the Australian space industry sector.
NSW is already home to 41% of all Australian
space businesses and growing. It generates
50% of Australia’s space export revenue,
and it is the largest finance sector and
venture capital community in Australia
with well-established R&D and innovation
infrastructure centred around world-class
universities.
To build upon and enhance the growth of
the existing space ecosystem, the NSW
Government launched its Space Industry
Development Strategy in February 2020.
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The Strategy includes a more than $6
million investment that provides the space
industry sector with the tools to take the
journey from R&D, commercialisation and first
customers, through to scaling up and export
opportunities. These include:
The Space Research Network
Co-hosted by the University of Sydney
and the University of Technology Sydney
and located at Australia's most mature
innovation and technology corridor, the newly
established Tech Central precinct, the Space
Research Network aims to enhance research
and collaboration amongst our leading space
research institutions and industry.
NSW Node of the SmartSat Cooperative
Research Centre
The NSW Node is the first state partnership
with the SmartSat CRC. It enhances
collaboration between industry and

researchers to create innovative satelliteenabled solutions to the relevant challenges
across our economy. The NSW Node has
already launched three grant programs:
• The Demonstrator grant program,
which provides co-funding of 12-month
demonstrator space projects up to
$100,000,
• The Infrastructure Grant program, which
provides companies with access to R&D
equipment, laboratory space and other
research infrastructure, and
• The Mobility Program, which funds
placements up to six months for industry
representatives to work within NSW
universities, or for NSW university
researchers to work within businesses,
facilitating the transfer of expertise,
knowledge, training and skills.
The ‘Waratah Seed’ Space
Qualification Mission
Waratah Seed, delivered by the ARC
Training Centre for Cubesats, UAVs and
their Applications (CUAVA) is Australia’s
first rideshare satellite, which will provide
affordable launch opportunities for NSWdeveloped space technology into orbit to
test and prove functionality. Waratah Seed
also provides commercial payload slots at
affordable rates.
The National Space Industry Hub
Delivered by the Sydney-based incubator
Cicada Innovations, the National Space
Industry Hub provides a physical work and
meeting place for the local space community
to convene and collaborate. Cicada operates
key accelerator programs to further develop
Australia’s foundation of space businesses
and people with the skills to innovate. The
National Space Industry Hub’s programs are
available to start-ups and entrepreneurs
across Australia.

NSW is developing the Advanced
Manufacturing Research Facility First
Building, launching in 2023, which will provide
industry-scale advanced manufacturing
technologies to support commercialisation
and scale-up of R&D outcomes, targeting
space, defence and aerospace applications.
This will be supported by industry-led,
targeted training programs to build the skilled
workforce for now and the future.
The NSW Government has established a
Sydney Innovation and Technology Precinct,
Tech Central, which cements Sydney’s
reputation as the innovation capital of
Australia and will help transform NSW’s
world-leading R&D into globally successful
businesses. Tech Central is already home to
a large number of Australia’s space startups, and the NSW Government has built
upon the existing ecosystem through the
establishment of the National Space Industry
Hub, the NSW Node of the SmartSat CRC
and the Space Research Network within
Tech Central.
These significant developments and
investments create focal points for industry,
governments, the research community,
and educational and training organisations
to collaborate, innovate and become
more globally competitive. Through close
cooperation with the Australian Government,
other states & territories and industry,
leveraging existing programs and planning
for the future will markedly support the
realisation of the potential arising from the
NSW Government’s initiatives.
Mike Gallagher
Director Defence & Aerospace NSW
Investment NSW

Through the MoU signed between the
Australian Space Agency and the NSW
Government in 2019, the Australian Space
Agency committed $2 million to support
the development of space testing and
manufacturing facilities at the future
Aerotropolis in Western Sydney.

13th Australian Space Forum
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“The Northern Territory is on a mission to grow
our overall economy to $40 billion by 2030, and
capitalising on the space industry is a key part
of our strategy.”

Andrew
Cowan

Northern Territory

The space industry was once the domain
of just a few government players. Thanks to
technological advancement and an increase
in demand for data related services, private
sector investment now accounts for about 80
per cent of the global space economy.
This seismic shift represents an enormous
economic benefit for Australia. The Northern
Territory is not only well placed to capture a
share of this growing market – we have already
begun on our journey.
The Northern Territory is on a mission to grow
our overall economy to $40 billion by 2030 ,
and capitalising on the space industry is a key
part of our strategy to make this happen.
This requires having a defined and strategic
focus, understanding our limitations, and
leveraging our advantages. That’s why we have
developed a targeted vision - for the Northern
Territory to be recognised as:

18

• The home of high-altitude pseudosatellites in the Indo-Pacific region,
• Australia’s premier space launch
location, and
• A leading regional centre for ground
station facilities.
We have not wasted any time.
The Northern Territory Government has
co-invested in Equatorial Launch Australia
to deliver a world class launch site in East
Arnhem Land – the Arnhem Space Centre.
This investment has accelerated our space
industry and is already providing jobs on
country.
For over 60,000 years the Yolngu people of
East Arnhem Land have passed down stories
of the stars; using these stories to strengthen
culture, communication and navigation for

generations. And so it is fitting that Australia’s
newest commercial spaceport has been built
on Yolngu land.
As the Northern Territory Chief Minister aptly
put it, “This brings together ancient knowledge
and emerging technology to create an exciting
new industry for the Northern Territory.”
NASA will launch their Australian sounding
rockets program from the Arnhem Space
Centre in mid-2022. This will be the first
time NASA has undertaken a launch from a
commercial facility outside of the USA.
Additionally, international space company,
OneWeb, selected Darwin for one of its three
Australian gateway ground station complexes.
With construction almost complete and
testing soon to commence, the gateway
site is expected to be operational in the
coming months.
While the Top End provides a number of
geographical advantages to the space
industry, activity is occurring throughout the
Northern Territory.
Alice Springs has recently become home
to two new ground stations – both located
at the Centre for Appropriate Technology.
The Aboriginal not-for-profit organisation
has recently developed a master plan for its
ground station space precinct, to facilitate
additional investment, which will create more
economic opportunities to the Red Centre.
Alice Springs is also ideally placed for the
launch a recovery of stratospheric balloons
and other high altitude pseudo satellites
(HAPS). With the potential to disrupt the
$3 billion satellite segment of the Earth
observation market as well as the $4.4 billion
drone service market, the Northern Territory
is focused on growing its capabilities in this
emerging sector.

It is now well understood that our economy
and society are increasingly reliant on space
technology, with application for many of
the Northern Territory’s core industries,
like mining, agriculture and environmental
management. Almost every sector has the
potential to gain from space-enabled products
and services. Accelerating adoption of space
technology across the Northern Territory has
real potential to boost growth throughout
our economy, create jobs, and support the
Northern Territory Government’s vision of a
$40 billion economy by 2030.
Momentum is key. That’s why we are
preparing to launch the Northern Territory
Space Strategy 2022-2026. This Strategy
will outline the framework for the size, scope
and sustainability of the Northern Territory’s
space sector.
In response to the question outlined in
this publication, our Strategy will work in
partnership with other jurisdictions and the
Commonwealth, and support Australia to
develop as a significant player in the global
space industry.
While it’s fair to say that the Northern Territory
is only at the beginning of its space industry
journey, that means there are even more
exciting times ahead, not just for Territorians,
but for all Australians.
Andrew Cowan
Department of the Chief Minister
and Cabinet
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“Queensland’s vision is to be recognised as
a leading centre in Australasia for launch
activities, ground systems, Earth observation,
niche manufacturing, robotics and automation
for space.”
Air Vice-Marshal
Neil Hart (ret’d)
Queensland

Space technologies are an integral part of
our everyday lives—from communications
and weather forecasting, to positioning,
navigation and timing services, and Earth
observation supporting our many industry
sectors. A sovereign industry capable of
supporting the space supply chain from endto-end is critical to maintaining Australia’s
resilience, prosperity and national security.
With Australia playing catch-up in a globally
competitive space market, it is important to
find opportunities that leverage our country’s
many advantages and build on existing
strengths. From a Queensland point of view
there are a range of significant opportunities
available to contribute to building a national
space industry capability.
Geographically, Queensland offers important
natural advantages with wide-open spaces
providing radiofree and clear skies offering
maximum visibility to a range of satellites—
noting that many satellites orbit within
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around 30° of the equator extended periods
with line of sight from Queensland’s
tropical latitudes.
Combined with the connectivity of the new
international broadband submarine cable
connection landing at the Sunshine Coast,
Queensland provides significant advantages
for hosting ground stations and data
distribution.
The east-facing coastline proximate to the
equator is also an ideal place for launch—
leveraging the Earth’s rotational velocity to
reduce cost and maximise payloads while
providing direct access to multiple orbits with
the relative safety of an overwater launch
axis. Investigations are underway to identify
potential large-scale launch sites, and
Gilmour Space Technologies is progressing a
facility site near Bowen, North Queensland.
In addition to natural assets, Queensland is
also a research and industry powerhouse.

The state is home to several hypersonic wind
tubes and tunnels providing the infrastructure
along with the hypersonic research and
industry expertise needed to develop and
test hypersonic aircraft, missiles, rockets
and spacecraft.
Queensland hosts nation-leading launch
vehicle developers like Black Sky Aerospace,
Gilmour Space Technologies and Hypersonix.
These companies have expertise in areas like
propulsion systems, intelligent surveillance,
data processing, thermal treatment, niche
machining and advanced composites
development.
Further supporting launch and vehicle
development, Rocket Technologies
International continues to expand its static
rocket engine test facility at Helidon to deliver
internationally competitive capabilities.
Together with existing and proposed
infrastructure and research expertise,
Queensland’s developing launch sector will be
well positioned to support a sovereign Access
to Space capability over the coming years.
But that is only a part of Queensland’s space
story. A robust advanced manufacturing
and mining industry has led to world-leading
advanced robotics and remote asset
management capabilities—built through
research and innovation to meet the
geographical need to operate remotely. Ideal
capabilities to be leveraged for use in space
activities.
With many companies contracting to national
and international defence forces, Queensland’s
industry is accustomed to producing products
and services of the highest standard and
working in a tightly regulated environment.
With Queensland having the most regionalised
population, significant infrastructure has been
developed to connect regional centres such
as through high-speed internet and transport
logistics— available to support commercialscale space activities in all corners of the state.
Queensland is also nation-leading in Earth
observation, with Australia’s largest share of
Earth observation enterprises based here,
developed through industries as varied as
mining, agriculture and tourism.
Earth Observation Australia—Australia’s peak
entity for the Earth observation sector—is

based in Queensland and provides services
across the industry, government and
research sectors.
The establishment of an Earth observation
hub will support projects that partner
small-to-medium enterprises with research
organisations to find solutions to industry’s
challenges or help develop new products
and services. This will enable Queensland to
translate research expertise into industry
application and continue to build on the
growing industry base—maximising the value
and application of Australia’s Earth observation
capabilities.
Queensland’s vision is to be recognised as
a leading centre in Australasia for launch
activities, ground systems, Earth observation,
niche manufacturing, robotics and automation
for space, all of which align with the space
priorities for Australia. The course is charted,
and our destination is firmly in sight.
Building on longer-term strategies and
roadmaps in areas such aerospace, space,
defence and advanced manufacturing,
Queensland’s plan for economic recovery is
providing investment now to create the jobs
and industries of the future, including the
space industries sector.
Queensland’s space industry already supports
more than 2,000 jobs, generating around $760
million per year through core industry services
like satellite communications.
This is just the beginning. The Queensland
Government has set an ambitious target
of adding between $3.5 and $6 billion to
Queensland’s economy and up to 6,000 jobs by
2036—helping reach national targets.
Queensland is on a trajectory to achieve this,
and more, by leveraging the state’s impressive
strengths and capabilities, which are aligned
with Australia’s space priorities.
By leveraging Queensland’s industry
capabilities and unique natural advantages
we can make the most of the opportunities
presented by the $345 billion global space
economy and help put Queensland, and
Australia, on the world map.
Air Vice-Marshal Neil Hart (ret’d)
Queensland’s Strategic Defence
Advisor for Aerospace
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“The creation of the Australian Space Park is
a further demonstration of South Australia’s
commitment to growing the Australian
space sector.”

Richard
Price

South Australia

South Australia is accelerating the growth
of the Australian space sector by creating
an inspiring environment for innovation and
recognising the critical role infrastructure
plays in fostering industry collaboration.

The creation of the Australian Space Park is
a further demonstration of South Australia’s
commitment to growing the Australian
space sector and compliments other thriving
innovation precincts.

Announced in December last year, South
Australia will be home to a dedicated space
manufacturing hub – the Australian Space
Park. The hub will accelerate space industry
growth by providing the vital manufacturing
link to enable Australia’s space community
to deliver the entire space value chain,
including the design, manufacture, launch
and mission control of NewSpace capabilities.
Fulfilling a vision to bridge the gap between
research and development and prototyping
to production at scale, four of Australia’s
leading space manufacturing companies have
already secured their place in the purposebuilt facility, with a focus on collaboration
and production of small satellites and their
payloads, rockets as well as electric vertical
take-off and landing vehicles (eVTOL).

Home to a growing cluster of space
companies, the Australian Space Agency,
Mission Control and the SmartSat
Cooperative Research Centre (CRC),
Lot Fourteen is a vibrant entrepreneurial
environment that supports innovators,
industry partners and researchers to connect
and collaborate. This level of collaboration is
accelerating the development of ideas and
commercialisation of technology, further
strengthening the sovereign capability of
the local space ecosystem and positioning
Australia to extend its footprint on the
international stage.
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A shining example of this dynamic
collaboration is the development of the
Kanyini satellite. In partnership with the

South Australian Government, the SmartSat
CRC is leading the mission and application
prototyping of Kanyini. Meanwhile, Adelaidebased satellite manufacturing company
Inovor Technologies is designing and building
the satellite and South Australian space
company Myriota is developing the Internet of
Things (IoT) space services.
Kanyini has successfully completed a
critical design review, initiating the start
of the manufacture and test phase. Once
completed, Kanyini will deliver progressive
space-derived services for a range of
applications across government and
commercial use, which will fast-track
Australia’s endeavours to increase its space
heritage and demonstrate novel secure data
applications, as well as expanding satellite
design and manufacturing activities.
In addition to South Australia’s major
manufacturing and innovation precincts,
our state is supporting the development
of infrastructure to boost Australia’s space
launch capability. South Australian company
Southern Launch is providing rocket
manufacturers with improved access to
space through its two licenced space launch
facilities – Whalers Way Orbital Launch
Complex and the Koonibba Test Range. These
are the first two facilities in the country
to be granted licences by the Australian
Space Agency and will support the growth
of Australia’s sovereign launch capability by
enabling the in-house design, test and orbital
and sub-orbital launch of small rockets and
launch vehicles.
South Australia is also committed to
building a new generation of space-qualified
innovators, engineers and researchers to
support Australia’s growing space sector.

We are collaborating closely with our space
industry to map the workforce needs of
the future. This includes contributing to
the development of skills pathways and
promoting career opportunities through
internships and scholarships, such as the
Space Industry Work Experience Program
and the Southern Hemisphere Space Studies
Program.
Adelaide is a magnet for space start-ups
from across the globe, many of which have
participated in the state’s Venture Catalyst
Space Program. South Australia is home to
more than 90 space companies, the South
Australian Space Industry Centre, the Andy
Thomas Space Foundation and the renowned
Australian Space Forum, as well as a thriving
community of business and thought leaders
across the space sector.
South Australia is uncovering new business
opportunities for space start-ups by
supporting programs such as the Gravity
Challenge. Headquartered at Lot Fourteen,
the program connects innovators and space
technology providers with businesses and
government agencies to ensure space-based
technologies and data delivers value to life on
Earth and enhances a broad range of sectors.
The Australian Space Agency has a clear
objective to grow Australia’s space industry.
South Australia, with its vibrant space
ecosystem, has been at the forefront of
these endeavours, and will play a critical role
in powering this upward trajectory
Richard Price
Chief Executive
South Australian Space Industry Centre
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“The Tasmanian Government recognises
the enormous potential of the global
space economy.”

Stan
Corrigan
Tasmania

Tasmania is a unique location for space
research and exploration.
Its southern latitudes, thin ionosphere, clear
skies, low population density and proximity to
Antarctica have enabled Tasmanian scientists
to become leaders in radio astronomy, space
geodesy, space tracking, and space medicine
and life sciences.

Since signing an MoU with the Australian
Space Agency in 2019, the Tasmanian
Government has taken measured steps
to strengthen Tasmania’s space research
capabilities, particularly in fields of Space
Domain Awareness and Space Medicine
and Life Sciences, and more recently has
planted seeds for the growth of a local
space technology industry.

These capabilities, coupled with Tasmania’s
unique space research infrastructure, is set to
play an important role in Australia’s ambitions
to build sovereign space capabilities and
actively participate in, and benefit from, the
human exploration of our solar system.

Space Domain Awareness is a strategic
priority for Australia’s civil and defence space
programs, and Tasmania is now playing a
key role in developing the nation’s ability to
accurately track and observe objects and
debris in low Earth orbit and beyond.

The Tasmanian Government recognises
the enormous potential of the global space
economy and the profound impact that a
local space industry will have on regional
economic growth, STEM skills and workforce
development, infrastructure investment,
industry collaboration and research sector
innovation.

The University of Tasmania’s globally
recognised high-precision space tracking
expertise is underpinned by its unique
continent-wide array of telescopes. The
University provides spacecraft tracking
and downlink services for a range of space
missions, including ESA’s Mars Express
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Spacecraft, CNSA Chang’e 3 lunar and
SpaceX’s missions to resupply the ISS.
These capabilities are being enhanced
with funding from the Australian Space
Agency’s Space Infrastructure Fund and the
State Government to upgrade the Greenhill
Observatory and extend high speed fibre
optic connectivity to the site.
These unique capabilities are what drew
HENSOLDT, a global leader in space radar
technology, to Tasmania to establish the
Southern Guardian Space Domain Awareness
System. Developed in partnership with the
University of Tasmania and with support from
the Tasmanian Government, this system will
capture and analyse space observation data
to track, categorise and identify objects and
potential threats in space with high-precision
and accuracy. HENSOLDT’s Hobart facility
will be a leading centre for Australia’s Space
Domain Awareness capability and is expected
to stimulate local innovation and create
new opportunities for both defence and
commercial space applications.
Another important pocket of capability
in Tasmania is Space Medicine and Life
Sciences. The Australian Antarctic Division
has been working with NASA since 1993, using
the Australian Antarctic base as a space
analogue to train astronauts, and collaborate
on human research, operational medicine and
equipment testing. Tasmania’s capabilities
in extreme environment medicine are being
enhanced through the Centre for Antarctic,
Remote and Maritime Medicine (CARMM) - a
partnership between the Australian Antarctic
Division, the Australian and Tasmanian
Governments and the University of Tasmania.
CARMM provides access to Australia’s only
established network of experts in remote
and extreme environment clinical practice,
research, training and education.

This network includes the PEGASUS
EnviroLab at the Royal Hobart Hospital
which operates the only human-rated, dual
function hyperbaric/hypobaric chamber in
the southern hemisphere. The lab aims to
develop spacecraft simulator capabilities
that will simulate physical stressors in space,
including pressure, gravity, temperature,
light, and isolation. It will also have the ability
to simulate planetary atmospheres in order
to test high altitude instruments, drones,
pressure suits and life-support systems.
While the strengthening of these capabilities
is a key focus for the Government, the next
major step is to bring local industry into
space. The Department of State Growth is
working closely with innovative Tasmanian
technology companies, such as Fortifyedge
and Pivot Maritime, to engage with the global
space sector, identify business opportunities,
create partnerships, and enable their
technology to be tested in simulated and real
space environments.
The recently announced Tasmanian
Space Technology Seed Fund will support
Tasmanian businesses by co-investing in
research and development activities to
extend, adapt or develop new technologies
for the space economy. The fund is aligned
with Australia’s civil and defence space
priorities and aims to seed the growth of
Tasmania’s commercial space industry, while
driving cross sector innovation, increasing
investment into the state, and creating new
STEM and skilled jobs
Stan Corrigan
Director – Science and Technology
Department of State Growth, Tasmania
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“Victoria’s space industry is led by
our advanced manufacturing and
materials sector.”

Dr. Amanda
Caples
Victoria

The first satellite built in Australia (Australis
OSCAR 5) was made by a group of students
at the University of Melbourne in the 1960s
and launched by NASA in 1970. Australis was
a team effort, with contributions from across
the nation and the world. Collaboration
was key then and remains strong today.
Victoria continues to support the Australian
Government Space Strategy by bringing
forward our renowned advanced engineering,
materials science, Earth observation, global
positioning and data analytical capability to
everyday use and mission-based projects.

For example, Titomic uses green titanium to
produce resilient, lightweight components
for the Australian space sector and
export markets. Leading metal additive
manufacturer, Amaero, designs and
manufactures space vehicle components.
Spee3D is an innovative additive
manufacturer developing rocket engines for
commercial space vehicles. Ronson Gears
provides Lockheed Martin with prototype
gears for the Common Solar Array Drive
Assembly (CSADA) that will be used on
several Lockheed Martin satellite platforms.

Victoria’s space industry is led by our
advanced manufacturing and materials sector
which specialises in satellite and component
fabrication and launch vehicle manufacturing.
With more than 2,300 employees across 250
space-related businesses, Victoria supports
global primes like Lockheed Martin, Thales,
Boeing, AirBus and BAE Systems in global
supply networks across the value chain.

The Victorian Government also plays several
different roles in supporting our domestic
space sector.
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The Department of Jobs, Precincts and
Regions actively facilitates growth of
the space supply chain by aligning and
connecting research and development
agencies, advanced manufacturing, materials
and communication businesses in Victoria

with national and international opportunities
and export markets. For example, this
includes active facilitation of industry
stakeholder engagement with the Australian
Defence Satellite Communication System
joint project – particularly the Sovereign
Satellite Communications (SATCOM)
Component (SSC).
Invest Victoria attracts international
businesses to establish regional
headquarters in Melbourne bringing
new capability into the national space
ecosystem. Most recently, cloud computing
specialists NCS have based their operations
in Melbourne, joining Victoria’s rapidly
growing cybersecurity hub and providing
the opportunity to leverage their Robotics
Division.
In partnership, the Victorian Government also
directly invests in platform technologies and
other capability. In 2020 we invested in the
Aerostructures Innovation Research (AIR)
Hub at Swinburne University of Technology.
AIR brings together leading aerospace
industry organisations (Boeing, Quickstep,
Cablex, Marand and Furnace) in collaboration
with CSIRO and ANSTO researchers to
support ‘next generation’ air mobility,
including un-crewed vehicles and
hypersonic vehicles.
Similarly, seed funding from the Victorian
Government is supporting the establishment
of RMIT’s Space Industry Hub in partnership
with Frontier SI and Amazon Web Services.
The Hub assists businesses to become
sophisticated users of satellite services. It
also hosts research designed to mitigate or
manage natural disasters, space situation
awareness, advanced communications and
establishing educational pathways into the
space sector.
Government has a role too as a major
customer of space services. Specifically,
Victoria uses space technologies to manage
an array of public infrastructure development

and services such as better planning for
precincts and population growth, smart
cities infrastructure, autonomous and
connected vehicles, and emergency and
environmental services.
Finally, the Victorian Government manages
the ongoing operation, maintenance and
improvement of an integrated network
of Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) ground stations that enable precise
positioning services. Many traditional
industries benefit from these services,
including agriculture, construction, transport,
mining, asset and resource management,
surveying and mapping. For example, the
Positioning Australia program makes data
available from the Victorian network to
encourage innovation, expand its user base
and increase productivity. The national
economic value of this work is expected
to exceed $73 billion by the end of the
current decade.
Central to Victoria’s growing reputation in
the international space community and our
contribution to the Australian Government’s
Space Strategy is our willingness and
ability to collaborate across the private and
public sectors – and across domestic and
international borders. This is encapsulated
in the inaugural Space Industries Snapshot,
launched in late 2021 at the International
Astronautical Conference in Dubai.
The Victorian Government will continue
to facilitate these relationships and
invest strategically to increase Victoria’s
contribution in the space sector. We will
do this by leveraging our competitive
advantages so all Australians can benefit
from a bright future in space
Dr. Amanda Caples PhD
Lead Scientist
Department of Jobs, Precincts
and Regions
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“WA Government is supporting and working
with a number of local and international space
companies and start-ups to progress exciting
and world-leading space projects.”

Linda
Dawson

Western Australia

Western Australia (WA) has played a
significant role in the global space industry
for over 60 years, most notably with WA
ground stations providing vital support to
NASA’s Mercury, Gemini and Apollo lunar
missions from 1961 to 1975.
Building on this history, WA is positioned
to play a significant role in meeting the
Australian Space Agency’s aim to triple the
size of the national space sector to $12 billion
by 2030 and create over 20,000 jobs.
Today, WA is heavily involved in a wide range
of space activities and services - from
building the world’s largest radio telescope
to explore the universe, to developing
autonomous lunar landing systems and
supporting NASA, ESA and upcoming private
sector Moon missions.
With significant activity and capabilities in all
of the National Space Priority Areas,
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WA is leading the way in many areas such
as ground-based satellite and deep space
communications, data processing and
analysis, space situational awareness, Earth
observation (EO), satellite development,
robotics and world-leading remote
operations.
WA is already home to more than 100
international and Australian organisations
operating space and space-related services
and is home to two key space research
centres - Curtin University’s (Curtin’s) Space
Science and Technology Centre and The
University of Western Australia’s (UWA’s)
International Space Centre.
The space industry has been named a priority
area under the WA Government’s Diversify
WA framework, positioning the State to
capture a greater share of the global space
market and contribute to the Australian
Space Agency's strategy to grow the sector.

The space industry is also a priority area for
investment under the WA Government’s $100
million Investment Attraction Fund. Under
this Fund, WA space companies can apply for
funding to support growth and access new
markets. International space companies can
apply for funding to assist establishment in
the State.
The WA Government also provides a number
of programs to support start-ups and SMEs
to accelerate, commercialise ideas and
innovate, attract investment and access new
market opportunities.
Over the past decade, the WA Government
has committed $200 million to support
the State co-host the $3 billion Square
Kilometre Array radio astronomy project.
The project will conduct transformational
science, breaking new ground in astronomical
observations and support the development of
new communication, computation and data
analytics technologies that can be applied
across a broad range of commercial space
activities.
More recently, the WA Government has
allocated more than $10 million to support
the growth of the State’s space industry. Key
investments include the Australian Remote
Operations for Space and Earth (AROSE)
consortium, Australian Space Data Analysis
Facility, Binar CubeSat Space Program and
the Space Automation, AI and Robotics
Control Complex.
In addition, the WA Government has also
provided $20 million towards developing
the Australian Automation and Robotics
Precinct which will help translate the State’s
world-leading autonomous and remote
operation capability to space. Joseph
Banks Secondary College also received
WA Government funding to create a Space
Science Education Centre.
These investments have already created
hundreds of jobs, including attracting several
former NASA and highly experienced space
workers to the State, in addition to creating
a pipeline of skilled workers in space and
space-related fields.

local and international space companies and
start-ups to progress exciting and worldleading space projects including:
• Development of new technology, ground
stations and services that will support
planned future NASA and private space
companies’ Moon missions,
• Launch of six CubeSats under
Curtin’s Binar Space Program,
• Advancing UWA’s optical laser
communications for space,
• Progressing several launch facilities,
• Advancing and translating the State’s
world-leading autonomous and remote
operations capabilities to space activities,
• Supporting AROSE’s bid for the Australian
Space Agency's Trailblazer Mission,
• Supporting development of space
communications, satellite manufacture,
IOT and EO services,
• Supporting the expansion of WA
space precincts.
The WA Government is also working across
its significant agriculture, oil and gas, mining,
marine and land management sectors to help
them access and utilise space technology and
data to improve their operations. In doing so,
this will increase the demand and support the
growth of space companies developing and
providing these services.
The breadth and depth of what WA is doing in
the space industry should be no surprise and
is only the start of the increasingly significant
role the State will play to support global space
activities and the growth of the Australian
space sector.
For more information of WA space capabilities
and activities please visit www.wa.gov.au/
organisation/department-of-jobs-tourismscience-and-innovation/space
Linda Dawson
Deputy Director General –
Industry, Science and Innovation,
Western Australian Government

Looking forward, the WA Government is
supporting and working with a number of
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AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST WORLD-CLASS
BIENNIAL DEFENCE AND INDUSTRY
EXPOSITIONS
YOUR GATEWAY TO THE AUSTRALIAN
AND INDO-PACIFIC MARKETS
FORMAL B2B ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMS
AUSTRALIAN AND INTERNATIONAL
DEFENCE INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT AND
SCIENTIFIC DELEGATIONS
l SMALL BUSINESS AND INNOVATION
AWARDS
l STEM EDUCATION, CAREERS AND
SKILLING PROGRAMS
l
l

10 - 12 MAY

indopacificexpo.com.au

21 - 23 JUNE

rotortech.com.au

4 - 6 OCTOBER

landforces.com.au

airshow.com.au

For further information contact the Sales Team:

expo@amda.com.au
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Dr. Gordon Cable
Specialist in Aerospace Medicine / Medical
Director, Human Aerospace Pty Ltd

Lisa Campbell
President,
Canadian Space Agency

Dr. Cable is a Fellow of the Australasian
College of Aerospace Medicine. He is a Senior
Aviation Medical Officer for the Australian
Defence Force and is Head of Aerospace
Medicine Training at the RAAF Institute
of Aviation Medicine accruing 25 years
of experience with humans in the highperformance environment of military flying.

Before being appointed as President of the
Canadian Space Agency, Lisa Campbell
was Associate Deputy Minister, Veterans
Affairs Canada, supporting the well-being of
veterans and their families and promoting
recognition of those who served Canada.

Dr. Cable was Space Medicine and Life
Sciences Lead in the Office of the Chief
Technology Officer on secondment from
RAAF at the Australian Space Agency
from July 2020 to September 2021. He
holds a clinical academic appointment at
the University of Adelaide and has also
established Space Medicine training
programs for the Australasian Society of
Aerospace Medicine and the University of
Tasmania as part of the Healthcare of
Remote and Extreme Environments
Program. He holds multiple Fellowships
of professional aerospace organisations
in Australia and internationally.
He is co-founder and Medical Director of
Human Aerospace Pty Ltd, an Australian
company which is currently researching novel
space suit and countermeasure technologies.
In 2015 he was appointed a Member of
the Order of Australia for contributions to
aerospace medicine.
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Previously, Ms. Campbell was Assistant
Deputy Minister, Defence and Marine
Procurement, leading the organisation
procuring Canada’s military and marine
equipment. She worked at Canada’s
competition authority as Senior Deputy
Commissioner reviewing mergers and
business conduct. Ms. Campbell also
enforced civil and criminal laws for truth
in advertising.
She has done extensive regulatory work on
the collection and trade in data, particularly
in emerging business models. Ms. Campbell
worked as a litigator in the areas of criminal,
employment and constitutional law. She holds
a BA in Political Science from McGill University
(1988) and an LLB from Dalhousie Law School
(1991).

Professor Tat-Jun Chin
SmartSat CRC Professorial
Chair of Sentient Satellites

Yves Doat
Head of the Estrack Stations &
Infrastructure Section, European
Space Agency

Tat-Jun Chin is Professorial Chair of Sentient
Satellites at The University of Adelaide.
He received his PhD in Computer Systems
Engineering from Monash University in 2007,
which was partly supported by the Endeavour
Australia-Asia Award, and a Bachelor in
Mechatronics Engineering from Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia in 2004, where he won the
Vice Chancellor’s Award.

Yves worked 35 years for ESA, initially as
software engineer before being nominated
head of the Ground-Station Software section.
He became in 2009 head of the ESA Tracking
Network (ESTRACK) Stations & Infrastructure
section in the operational directorate of ESA
in Darmstadt (Germany). In that role, Yves
actively participates in the strategy of the
ground-segment.
Yves is also Station Manager for the NewNorcia site and represents the operational
aspects of the site development, including the
development of a second deep-space antenna
in New-Norcia.

Tat-Jun’s research interest lies in optimisation
for computer vision and machine learning, and
their application to intelligent satellites and
space robotics. He has published more than
100 research articles on the subject, and has
won several awards for his research, including
a CVPR award (2015), a BMVC award (2018),
Best of ECCV (2018), two DST Awards (2015,
2017) and IAPR Award (2019).
Tat-Jun is also the Director of Machine
Learning for Space at The Australian Institute
for Machine Learning. He was a Finalist in
the Academic of the Year Category at the
Australian Space Awards 2021.
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The Trust and
Agility to Win the
New Space Race.
Reach on-orbit faster by leveraging our 40+ years of space heritage,
coupled with our rapidly expanding space-qualified portfolio.

End-to-End
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Space Solutions
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Christine Escobar
Vice President, Space Lab

Dr. Tim Flohrer
Head of Space Debris Office, Space Safety
Programme Office, Directorate of Operations,
European Space Agency

Christine co-founded Space Lab® in 2016,
with the mission of advancing human
space exploration through research and
technology development. She is a space
habitat systems engineer with expertise in
space agriculture, ecology, bioastronautics,
information systems, and robust design for
quality engineering.

Dr. Tim Flohrer leads ESA's Space Debris
Office since 2020. He joined the office as
an engineer in 2007.

Christine is passionate about sustainable,
Earth independent solutions for human space
exploration. As Space Lab’s Vice President,
she leads business administration and
development, and quality assurance, with over
10 years, of experience managing engineering
teams in the space industry.
She manages several R&D projects, including
µG-LilyPond™ – a floating plant production
system for microgravity, MarsOasis® – a
hydroponic Martian greenhouse, and HEART
– an autonomous space habitat health
management tool. She conducts space
botany research and is currently investigating
duckweed (family Lemnaceae) for use as a
nutritious space crop. Christine also conducts
PhD research in the robust design of controlled
ecological life support systems at the
University of Colorado at Boulder.

Since 2014 he has worked for ESA's Space
Situational Awareness Program (SSA) and
Space Safety Programme (S2P) and leads
activities addressing the monitoring of space
debris. In parallel he is supporting operational
collision avoidance activities for ESA and
third-party missions, re-entry predictions,
mitigation analyses, long-term predictions
of the space debris environment, and space
debris risk assessments.
Before he moved to Darmstadt, Germany,
Tim was a research associate at the
Astronomical Institute of the University of
Bern, Switzerland, where he mainly worked
on ground- and space-based optical space
surveillance, and related planning and
processing software. Tim is an ESA delegate
to the IADC, where he is deputy chair to WG1
(measurements) and he was chairing WG2
(environment and database). He is a member
of the IAA Committee on Space Debris, the
ECSS Space Debris Working Group, the CCSDS
Navigation Working Group, and CEN/CENELEC
TC5 WG2. Tim holds a Doctor of Philosophy
(PhD; Dr. phil.-nat.) from the University of
Bern, Switzerland, and a Diplom-Ingenieur
in Geodesy from the Dresden University of
Technology, Germany.
Tim has been working on space debris
and space surveillance topics for more than
20 years.
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Professor Matthew Gilliham
Director, Waite Research Institute,
The University of Adelaide

GPCAPT Andrew Gillman
Director Space Control,
Royal Australian Air Force

Matthew is Director of the Waite Research
Institute, the University of Adelaide’s flagship
for agriculture, food and wine innovation.

Dr. Andrew Gillman joined the Royal Australian
Air Force in Jan 1990 and graduated from
ADFA as an electronic engineering officer in
1993. Junior officer postings included cyber
security and electronic warfare operational
support, project engineering and technical
intelligence roles. In 2003 Andrew deployed
to Iraq.

As Director, he is stimulating and supporting
research initiatives across the spectrum
of agricultural research (from policy and
economics, to animal, soil, crop and food
sciences).
As Professor of Crop Molecular Physiology,
he also has a track record of research
excellence with notable discoveries in
plant stress signalling and salt and drought
tolerance, and the deployment of adapted
crops into agriculture.
In recent years he has turned his attention
to optimising plants for extra-terrestrial and
controlled environments, which is required
to enable long-term space habitation, and to
improve sustainability outcomes on Earth. He
is leading a large multi-national collaboration
between academia, government, and
industry to build international capability in
Plants4Space.
Matthew is a current Clarivate Highly
Cited Scientist, and he and his group have
received honours, awards and funding which
include SA Tall Poppy Awards, ARC Future
Fellowships, Training Centres, and Centres of
Excellence. Matthew is also convenor for the
Adapting to abiotic stress and climate change
special interest group of the Society for
Experimental Biology, UK, and recent member
of the South Australian Premier's Science and
Innovation Council.
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As a Wing Commander, Andrew served
as an engineering manager, and project
manager across Maritime ISREW projects and
emerging EW projects and deputy director
within Capability Development Group. In
2014 Andrew was posted to the Australian
Embassy in Washington, D.C. as Air Staff
Officer – Senior Engineer.
In Jan 2018 Andrew was promoted to
Group Captain and appointed as Officer
Commanding the Wide Area and Space
Surveillance System Program Office. During
that time, he oversaw the transformation of
the SPO to a multi-program and product SPO
covering both HF and space business lines.
In Jan 2021 Andrew was posted to his current
role as Director of Space Control within Air
Force Headquarters.
Andrew is a Fellow of the Institute of
Engineers Australia, a Graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors,
and a Distinguished Graduate of the US
Air Force Institute of Technology. Andrew’s
interests include cycling, technology, music
and good food and wine (in moderation). He
lives in Canberra with his wife Victoria and
daughter Sarah (2016).

Professor Sally Gras
Director of the Dairy Innovation Hub / Director
Faster, Smarter Pharma & Food Manufacturing
Program, The University of Melbourne

Dr. Jason Held
Chief Executive Officer,
Saber Astronautics

Professor Sally Gras is Director of the Dairy
Innovation Hub which brings together four
of Australia’s leading dairy manufacturers in
a three-year, $3.8 million research program
funded by Dairy Innovation Australia
Ltd. (DIAL). Located at The University of
Melbourne, the Hub seeks to address some of
the major challenges identified as constraints
to business growth and productivity in the
dairy manufacturing sector.

Prior to founding Saber Astronautics, Dr. Held
was a US Army Major for US Space Command
and deployed internationally in support of
military missions. He was a lead instructor
at the Interservice Space Fundamentals
Course and an engineer at Army Space and
Missile Command Battle Lab. He conducted
flight software for the Wide Field Camera 3
of the Hubble Space Telescope and testing
for the International Space Station. Dr. Held
lectured for the IRS Space Station Design
Workshop, University of New South Wales,
and International Space University. He led
a research expedition in the high Canadian
Arctic and co-founded the Delta-V SpaceHub,
the University of Sydney space engineering
laboratory.

Sally is also Director of the Faster, Smarter
Pharma & Food Manufacturing Program at
The University of Melbourne. This 18-month,
$2.8 million project has been jointly funded
by the State Government’s Victorian Higher
Education State Investment Fund and
CSL and will use digitisation and artificial
intelligence (AI) to advance manufacturing
capabilities of pharmaceuticals and food
in Victoria.
Sally Gras is a Professor in the Department
of Chemical Engineering at The University of
Melbourne where she teaches Biochemical
and Pharmaceutical Engineering. Prof Gras
is also Leader of the Food and Agribusiness
research theme within the University’s
Melbourne School of Engineering and
Associate Director of the Bio21 Molecular
Science and Biotechnology Institute where
she leads a multi-disciplinary research
group. Sally trained as a chemical engineer
and molecular biologist and received her
PhD in protein biophysics from Cambridge
University, U.K.

He currently is on advisory committees
for space startups in the US and Australia,
chairing many. The Australian Government
selected Dr. Held for the “Expert Reference
Group” to design their Space Agency. He also
advises international think tanks Global Access
Partners, NSI, and the Economist.
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Dr. Jitendra Joshi
Chief Technologist, New Energy,
Woodside Energy

Associate Professor Moriba Jah
Aerospace Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics Department, The University
of Texas, Austin / Chief Scientific Advisor,
Privateer

Dr. Joshi was the Lead for Technology
Integration in the Advanced Exploration
Systems Division within the Human
Exploration and Operations Mission
Directorate (HEOMD) at NASA. He has over
two decades of science and technology
project management experience with
leadership roles that include formulating,
executing scientific research and technology
development projects. He has also been
instrumental in short- and long-term strategic
planning, coordination of research across
government agencies along with internal and
external community engagement.

Dr. Moriba Jah joined the Department of Aerospace
Engineering and Engineering Mechanics in 2017.
His research interests are in non-gravitational
astrodynamics and advanced/non-linear
multi-sensor/object tracking, prediction, and
information fusion. His expertise is in space
object detection, tracking, identification, and
characterization, as well as spacecraft navigation.

As Chief Technologist for New Energy at
Woodside Energy, Jitendra’s responsibilities
include formulation of strategy for converting
CO2 to value-added products, and integrating
renewables in carbon transformation and
hydrogen generation. Jitendra’s strength in
Systems Engineering allows Woodside energy
to implement innovative ways of combining
biological and thermo-chemical pathways
to have diverse options to realise the full
commercial potential of CO2 utilisation and
hydrogen production.

Prior to being at UT Austin, Dr. Jah was the Director
of the University of Arizona’s Space Object
Behavioural Sciences with applications to Space
Domain Awareness, Space Protection, Space
Traffic Monitoring, and Space Debris research to
name a few. Preceding that, Dr. Jah was the lead
for the Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL)
Advanced Sciences and Technology Research
Institute for Astronautics (ASTRIA) and a Principal
Investigator for Detect/Track/Id/Characterize
Program at AFRL’s Space Vehicles Directorate.
Before joining AFRL in 2007, he was a spacecraft
navigator for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in Pasadena, CA, serving on Mars Global
Surveyor, Mars Odyssey, Mars Express (joint
mission with ESA), Mars Exploration Rovers,
Hayabusa (joint mission with JAXA), and the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter.
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He received his BS in Aerospace Engineering from
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Prescott,
Arizona, and his MS and PhD in Aerospace
Engineering Sciences from the University of
Colorado at Boulder specialising in astrodynamics
and statistical orbit determination.

Dr. Jah is a member of the Astrodynamics
Technical Committee of the International
Astronautical Federation (IAF) and a permanent
member of the Space Debris Technical Committee
of the International Academy of Astronautics
(IAA). He is a Fellow of the International
Association for the Advancement of Space Safety
(IAASS), the AFRL, the AAS, the AIAA, and the
Royal Astronomical Society (RAS), and an IEEE
Senior Member.

Professor Andy Koronios
CEO & Managing Director,
SmartSat CRC

Cesare Lobascio
Senior Expert, Life Support and
Habitability, Thales Alenia Space

Andy Koronios is the CEO of the SmartSat
CRC, a consortium of industry and research
organisations developing game changing
satellite technologies to catapult Australia
into the global space economy.

Cesare Lobascio graduated in Nuclear
Engineering at Politecnico di Torino
(Italy, 1987), and then obtained a MS in
Environmental Engineering at the University of
California in Berkeley in 1993.

Andy has previously held the positions of
Dean: Industry & Enterprise and Head of
the School of Information Technology &
Mathematical Sciences at the University of
South Australia.

He has worked for more than 30 years at Thales
Alenia Space in Italy, in the broad fields of
Space Environment and Life Support Systems,
covering a wide range of technical and
management roles. He has been involved
in several International Space Station,
scientific satellites and space exploration
projects and studies.

Andy holds academic qualifications in
electrical engineering, computing and
education as well as a PhD from the
University of Queensland. He has extensive
experience in both commercial and academic
environments and his research areas include
data quality, information management &
governance, data analytics and the strategic
exploitation of information.
Andy has worked both as a consultant as
well as a professional speaker on IT issues in
Australia and South East Asia and has over
thirty years’ experience in the academic
environment. He is a Fellow of the Australian
Computer Society, a Founding Fellow of the
International Institute of Engineering Asset
Management, a Distinguished Speaker of
the ACM and was conferred as an Emeritus
Professor at UniSA in 2021.

He is now Senior Expert in Life Support
& Habitability, teaches at the Space
Exploration Master, and authored more
than 70 papers and book chapters.
As the Innovation Leader for Space Exploration
and Science, within the Innovation Cluster, he
animates and coaches’ teams of innovation
fellows through events, hackathons, creativity
sessions, incubation of innovative ideas,
ventures and open and business innovation
initiatives with start-ups.
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Dr. Gioia Massa
Lead Space Crop Production Research
Provision for ISS and Long-term Missions,
Kennedy Space Centre, NASA

Jim McDowell
CEO, Nova Systems

Gioia Massa is a NASA scientist at Kennedy
Space Centre working on space crop
production for the International Space
Station and future exploration endeavours.
She conducts research to study nutrition
and flavour of space-grown crops,
supports science in a variety of space
station hardware, and works with external
investigators.

Jim has 30 years’ experience in both the
private and public sectors. Before joining
Nova Systems, Jim was South Australia’s
top public servant in the role of Chief
Executive for the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet.

Dr. Massa is active in education and outreach
programs related to plants in space. She
has a BS in Plant Science from Cornell, a
PhD in Plant Biology from Penn State, and
postdoctoral research from Purdue and
Kennedy Space Centre. She has worked
in the areas of plant space biology and
bioregenerative life support.
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Prior to that he was the CEO of BAE Systems
Australia and oversaw the purchase of
Tenix Defence. Under his leadership, the
company expanded to become Australia's
largest defence prime, with more than 6,500
employees and annual sales of approximately
AUD $1.7 billion. He then moved to Saudi
Arabia where he took up the role of in-country
CEO for the $6 billion business.
Jim also worked in legal, commercial and
marketing roles with aerospace company
Bombardier Shorts for 18 years after
graduating from the University of
Warwick (England).

Professor Tanya Monro
Chief Defence Scientist

Group Captain Marty Nussio
Defence Liaison Officer,
Australian Space Industry

Tanya Monro commenced as Chief Defence
Scientist in March 2019. In this role she is
head of Defence Science and Technology
Group (DSTG) and Capability Manager for
Innovation, Science and Technology within
the Australian Department of Defence.

Group Captain Marty Nussio is currently the
Defence Liaison Officer within the Australian
Space Agency. His role is to enhance
collaboration between Defence and the
Agency, in order to jointly achieve national
space economic and security outcomes for
the Australian Government.

Professor Monro’s previous roles include
Deputy Vice Chancellor Research and
Innovation at the University of SA and
inaugural director of the Institute for
Photonics and Advanced Sensing and the
ARC Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale Bio
Photonics at the University of Adelaide.
Professor Monro obtained her PhD in physics
from The University of Sydney, and was
awarded a Royal Society University Research
Fellowship at the University of Southampton.
Her honours and awards include: the Bragg
Gold Medal for the best PhD thesis by an
Australian university student, Prime Minister's
Malcolm McIntosh Prize for Physical Scientist
of the Year, SA Australian of the Year, Eureka
Prize for Excellence in Interdisciplinary
Scientific Research, and ARC Georgina Sweet
Laureate Fellowship.
Professor Monro is a Fellow of the Australian
Academy of Science, the Australian Academy
of Technology and Engineering (ATSE), the
Optical Society of America and the Australian
Institute of Physics. She also sits on the
board of the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO).

Group Captain Nussio has held a number
of leadership appointments, including four
years as Officer Commanding Wide Area and
Space Surveillance Systems Program Office
(WASSSPO) in Adelaide, responsible for the
acquisition and sustainment of Defence’s
space surveillance systems and the Jindalee
Operational Radar Network. He spent three
years as Program Director of Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance Systems
Program Office (ISRSPO) in Canberra,
responsible for acquisition and integration
of the MQ-4C Triton (remotely piloted, long
range surveillance aircraft) and the MQ-9B
SkyGuardian (Australia’s first armed remotely
piloted aircraft).
Group Captain Nussio joined Air Force in
1991, and in his early career he served in a
range of engineering, logistics and project
roles across capabilities including P-3 Orion,
C-130J Hercules, Boeing 707, flight test
instrumentation, and E-7A Wedgetail.
Group Captain Nussio has a Bachelor of
Electrical Engineering and a Master of
Business Administration and is a Fellow of
Engineers Australia.
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Enrico Palermo
Head of Australian Space Agency

Enrico has led the Australian Space Agency
since January 2021 from its headquarters in
Adelaide. Since his commencement, Enrico
has overseen a number of major milestones.
Under his leadership the Agency has reached
an agreement with NASA for an Australian
designed, built and operated rover to be
included in a future mission to the Moon.
The first launch permit and launch facility
license under the new Australian Space
(Launches and Returns) Act have been
issued, and there has been the first
commercial launch attempt.
Before joining the Agency, Enrico spent
14 years in various roles at Virgin Galactic,
including establishing and leading a vertically
integrated aerospace manufacturing and
testing operation of over 700 engineers,
technicians and professionals responsible
for the build and testing of a fleet of Mach 3,
crewed commercial spaceships. From there
Enrico was part of the team that launched
the New York Stock Exchange listed public
company and was appointed Chief Operating
Officer.
A Perth native, Enrico graduated from
the University of Western Australia with
a Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical
Engineering and Bachelor of Science in
Physics and Applied Mathematics. He also
studied at the International Space University
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in Strasbourg. Enrico has worked and studied
in the United States, United Kingdom, France
and Netherlands. His experience goes beyond
the space industry having also worked in
Australian chemical processing, management
consulting, onshore and offshore oil and gas,
and mining industries.
Enrico is passionately applying his deep
technical background, international network,
and experience in scaling businesses to
rocket Australia’s space sector toward the
Agency’s goal of tripling its size to $12 billion
and creating 20,000 new jobs by 2030.
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Elizabeth Pearce
SSA and PNT Lead, Office of the CTO,
Australian Space Agency

AVM Cath Roberts, AO, CSC
Commander, Defence Space Command

Liz Pearce completed a Bachelor of Science
with honours majoring in Physics at the
University of Newcastle in 2009. She worked
at the Bureau of Meteorology as part of the
Ionospheric Prediction Service in 2010 to
categorise space weather effects on the
Australian power grid. She joined DST Group
in 2011 as an Electronic Warfare Specialist.

Air Vice-Marshal (AVM) Cath Roberts is the
inaugural Commander of Defence Space
Command. As a self-professed science
fiction buff, AVM Roberts has always been
fascinated by advanced technology and
space and is passionate about bringing out
the best in people. Becoming Australia’s first
Space Commander is the realisation of a
life-long dream, sparked by Commander Neil
Armstrong landing on the moon.

From 2011 to 2017 Liz and her team provided
advice to Defence in the area of position,
navigation and timing. In early 2017 she took
up new position to lead a land autonomy
program to develop an autonomous vehicle
for the Australian Army.
In late 2019 she transferred to the Australian
Space Agency as part of the Chief Technology
Office. Her areas of focus within the Agency
are Space Situational Awareness and Position,
Navigation and Timing.

Space is the ultimate high ground, it is a
domain that is critical to the warfighting
effectiveness of Defence, whose joint
warfighting capabilities rely on access to
space systems and information – as do the
Australian public. Space Command exists to
assure Australia’s access to space, to defend
Australia, our national interests, and to
promote global security and stability. Space
Command brings members of the Air Force,
Army, Navy, the Australian Public Service
and industry together under one command
hosted within Air Force.
Effectively leveraging innovation from
Australian industry and academia is a
fundamental input to space power. It is the
only way we can rapidly incorporate evolving
technology into the force at the speed we
need to.
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Adjunct Professor Nicola Sasanelli AM
CEO, The Andy Thomas Space Foundation

Professor Melissa de Zwart
Professor (Digital Technology, Security
& Governance), Jeff Bleich Center for the
US Alliance in Digital Technology, Security
and Governance

Adjunct Professor Nicola Sasanelli AM
graduated from the University of Bari, Italy
with a degree in Electronic Engineering.
He went on to work as a researcher in
microelectronics components before being
appointed as Scientific Attaché at the
Embassy of Italy in Canberra from 2001
to 2008.

Professor de Zwart is Professor (Digital
Technology, Security & Governance) Jeff
Bleich Centre for the US Alliance in Digital
Technology, Security & Governance.

In 2009, Nicola joined the South Australian
Government as Director for International
R&D Collaborations.
From 2003 to 2013 he was appointed as
Adjunct Professor of Science and Technology
at the University of Canberra, Australia, and in
2007 he became an Honorary Member of the
Order of Australia.
In September 2017 the South Australian
Space Industry Centre was created with
Nicola as Director.
In 2018 Nicola was appointed Adjunct
Professor at the University of South Australia
and he was appointed on the board of the
Space Industry Association of Australia. In the
same year he was also appointed to the Order
of Merit of the Italian Republic by the Italian
Government.
In 2019 Nicola joined SmartSat CRC as
Director of Communication and Outreach. In
2020 Nicola founded The Andy Thomas
Space Foundation, of which he is now CEO.
Nicola’s main passion, outside of his interest
in space, is painting.
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Professor de Zwart is a thought-leader
in the area of law and technology and
has a strong international profile in the
fields of internet law and the regulation
of access to and uses of outer space. She
previously served as Dean of the Adelaide
Law School, University of Adelaide
(2017-2021), and Chair of the Council of
Australian Law Deans. She is currently
the Deputy Chair of the Space Industry
Association of Australia, Board Member
of the Space Law Council, Australian and
New Zealand, Board Member and Fellow
of the Australian Academy of Law and a
Lieutenant in the Royal Australian Navy
(Reserve).

Company
Profiles
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imagery and mapping, 3D modelling and
airborne LIDAR. The company also offers
a subscription-based service known as
MetroMap, which gives users easy access
to high-quality 2D imagery, 3D reality mesh
models and LIDAR-derived products.

Aerometrex
Exhibitor
aerometrex.com.au
Contact: Ravi Metha
marketing@aerometrex.com.au
+61 8 8362 9911 		
Aerometrex is an Australian-based geospatial
tech company with a focus on providing
data-driven insights for a range of industries.
As a preferred supplier to the private &
public sector, the company has over 40
years, of experience in areas such as aerial

Over the years, Aerometrex has showcased
global expertise in providing derivative
solutions from all types of imagery, including
satellite, large-format aerial, and UAV
systems. The company’s spatial solutions
have underpinned many local, state, and
federal projects across areas such as
infrastructure, engineering, construction,
environment & disaster management,
transport & logistics, and energy & utilities.
The company has won numerous awards for
its work across Australia, USA, and Europe.

AICRAFT is a South Australian company
offering tailored high-performance embedded
systems for computing at the edge with
artificial intelligence (AI) models.

AICRAFT
Exhibitor
aicraft.com.au
Contact: Dr. Tony Scoleri
hello@aicraft.com.au
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With experience across several domains
(National security, Intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance, electronic warfare,
weapons), AICRAFT creates tailored products
to solve specific tasks for clients in defence,
aerospace and other industries.

Airbus already provides military satellite
communications to the UK, France, Germany,
Spain and the UAE with solutions that meet
customer requirements, keeping troops and
military assets safe, secure and connected.
As Australia looks to grow its space industry
and sovereign capability, Airbus is ready to
support.
Airbus Defence and Space
Silver Sponsor
airbus.com/space
Contact: Martin Rowse
martin.rowse@airbus.com
+61 427 424 765		
Airbus is a global leader in space; providing
military and commercial telecommunications,
earth observation and sensing satellites and
services globally, alongside supporting ESA,
NASA and space agencies around the world in
their ambitions to understand the world and
explore the universe.

Airbus and Team Maier is a unique approach
to JP9102, bringing together Airbus and the
best of Australian expertise and capability.
Through partnership we can realise the
potential as part of the international space
market, bringing Australian capability to the
world and beyond.
Airbus is going above and beyond for
Australian sovereignty in space.
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Amazon Web Services
Foundation Partner
aws.amazon.com
Contact: Mani Thiru
manthiru@amazon.com
+61 434 639 119		

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Aerospace and
Satellite (A&S) Solutions helps commercial
and government customers build satellites,
conduct space and launch operations, and
reimagine space exploration. Our reliable
global infrastructure and unmatched portfolio
of cloud services position AWS to equip
organisations in the private and public sector
to process and transform space collections
into data, make that data actionable and
accessible to customers around the globe,
and redefine how organisations transform the
space market segment. With the AWS Cloud,
customers are accelerating space missions,
removing barriers to innovation on Earth, and
inspiring future generations.

AMDA Foundation Limited is an Australian
not-for-profit corporation established to
promote the development of Australia’s
industrial, manufacturing and information/
communications technology resources in
the fields of aviation, aerospace, maritime,
defence and security.

AMDA Foundation Limited
Platinum Sponsor
amda.com.au
Contact: Jason Thomas
expo@amda.com.au
+61 3 5282 0500

It achieves these goals by delivering
Australia’s most prominent and respected
world-class biennial industry expositions as
platforms for interaction between industry,
defence, government and academia.
AMDA’s major industry events include the
AVALON Australian International Airshow and
Aerospace & Defence Exposition, the INDO
PACIFIC International Maritime Exposition,
LAND FORCES International Land Defence
Exposition and ROTORTECH Helicopter and
Unmanned Flight Exposition.
AMDA’s expositions take Australia to the
World by bringing the World to Australia.
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events, where aerospace professionals
exchange information, present findings,
network, and collaborate. Additionally, AIAA
has earned an international reputation as
the preeminent publisher of cutting-edge
aerospace books and journals, with the
largest aerospace industry archives.

American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics – Adelaide Section
Exhibitor
engage.aiaa.org/adelaide/home
Contact: Patrick Neumann
paddy@neumannspace.com
+61 431 080 512
The Adelaide Section of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
is your local chapter of the world's largest
aerospace professional association.

While addressing the needs of scientists,
engineers and allied professionals who
conceive, design, develop, test, construct,
and operate aerospace vehicles, it is
equally important that we reach out to the
educators who train the professionals, to
the researchers who continuously renew the
technology, to the managers who lead their
efforts, and to the innovators who generate
and nurture new concepts.
For all these professionals, AIAA offers a
wealth of benefits.

With 30,000 members from 91 countries,
the AIAA organises and hosts the aerospace
industry’s most important conferences and

Speed matters. Quality matters. Transparency
matters. And in the highly specialised area
of space systems, getting security, tech
governance, and assurance right, matters
exponentially.

Anchoram Consulting
Exhibitor
anchoramconsulting.com.au
Contact: Jordan Plotnek
jordan.plotnek@anchoramconsulting.com.au
1300 042 833

These key requirements point directly to
ethical, experienced people. Having the right
people, in the right place, at the right time.
That's where Anchoram Consulting comes in.
As your trusted partner and expert advisor,
we can help your organisation navigate the
complexities of space systems security and
technology; ensuring that your operations
remain resilient to external and internal
threats, and that your business can evolve
with confidence.
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multiplexers, RF & microwave, sensors,
specialised lightweight space cabling,
connectors solutions from the world’s
most recognised global OEM component
manufacturers.

Arrow Electronics / Analog Devices
Coffee Cart Sponsor
arrow.com/en/fiveyearsout/stories/
space-technology
Contact: Roberto Santucci
roberto.santucci@arrow.com
+61 429 000 484			
Arrow Electronics is the world’s largest
semiconductor distributor of space and
defence grade electronic components
and technologies. Arrow specialises in
the supply of high-reliability space and
MIL-PRF electronic and electromechanical
components, radiation-tolerant microprocessors, FPGA’s, converters, amplifiers,

Australian Institute of Physics Congress
Exhibitor
aip-congress.org.au/index.html
Contact: James Zanotti
james.zanotti@adelaide.edu.au
+61 427 217 583
The 24th Australian Institute of Physics
Congress, to be held at the Adelaide
Convention Centre from 11-16 December
2022, will co-locate with the Australian and
New Zealand Conference on Optics and
Photonics and the 7th International Workshop
on Speciality Optical Fibers. Anticipating over
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Analog Devices, Inc. (ADI), is a global
semiconductor company with a 50+ year
history of delivering a full range of aerospace,
defence and space qualified components
and radiation-hardened electronics and
technology solutions. ADI specializes in
SWaP+C, COTS, Enhanced Products (EP),
GaN, data conversion, signal processing
and power management space-grade
technologies. With QMLV-certified facilities,
extensive experience with traditional space
products, and end-to-end signal chain
capabilities, ADI is your best opportunity to
achieve new heights in space.
Arrow Electronics is an authorised global and
Australia/New Zealand supplier of Analog
Devices, Inc. (ADI) components and solutions.

700 delegates, including prominent overseas
attendees, the Congress is the most diverse
scientific meeting in the Australian physics
calendar; bringing together Australian and
international scientific leaders in academia,
government and industry. With ANZCOP and
WSOF co-locating in 2022, the Congress
will attract a particularly large number of
specialists in optical fibres and precision
sensing, including applications to space
communications.
The program includes lectures, parallel
sessions, catered poster sessions,
exhibitions, a public lecture and the industry
forum. Together with a full schedule of social
functions, the Congress provides a variety
of settings for sponsors and exhibitors to
interact with potential clients and build
professional networks.

11-16 December 2022

Adelaide Convention Centre

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS
https://aip-congress.org.au
(AIP) CONGRESS
Co-locating with the 7th International Workshop of
Specialty Optical Fibres and Their Applications (WSOF)
and the Australian and New Zealand Conference on
Optics and Photonics (ANZCOP)
The AIP Congress is the showcase event in the Australian physics calendar
that facilitates the exchange of information and ideas amongst AIP members
and industry, and allows for the dissemination of knowledge relating to
physics and its applications to the broader community.
With an anticipated attendance of over 700
delegates, including a number of prominent
overseas attendees, the Congress covers
approximately 20 special interest groups and,
with ANZCOP and WSOF co-locating with AIP
in 2022, will attract a particularly large number
of specialists from areas of optical ﬁbres and
precision sensing, including applications to
space communications.
The ﬁve day program includes keynote and
invited talks, as well as contributed talks and
posters, a public lecture, teacher-focused
sessions and the industry forum. Industrial
partners are invited to exhibit their latest
technology and product offerings.
The exhibition will be given special prominence
in this Congress. To maximise interaction with
delegates, the catered poster sessions and the
daily morning and afternoon teas and lunches
will take place within this Exhibition Area.
With the easing of restrictions across Australia,
we look forward to welcoming you in Adelaide
in December, 2022, for the ﬁrst large in-person
meeting of the Australian physics community
since 2018.
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The most important factors in business today
are customer service and quality of product.
We strive to maintain high standards in both
of these areas and continually liaise with
clients if necessary while jobs are in progress.

Artegrafica Printing
Professional Partner
artegrafica.com.au
Contact: Tony Cavaiuolo
artegrafica@internode.on.net
+61 8 8362 2120
Arte Grafica began in 1967 and is still run
by the original owners. Ennio Cavaiuolo
began Arte Grafica Printing with the simple
philosophy – to provide quality printing at
competitive prices. His son, Tony, continues
that tradition today.

Arte Grafica Printing’s foundations were built
on general jobbing work. Those small job
services are still offered today along with the
latest in digital technology.
The company is pleased to announce the
arrival of their new Konica Minolta C1100
Bizhub Digital Press.
We pride ourselves on the speedy delivery
of printing. With quick turnaround and fast
results, we will get your job to where it’s
needed on time.

Inspired by the energy, grit and determination
of our space tech entrepreneurs, the
Aurora Space Cluster aims to provide a
framework for startups to grow together in
commercial collaborations with one another,
with research organisations, with local
and international primes, and customers
worldwide.
Aurora Space Cluster
Exhibitor
auroraspacecluster.com
Contact: Tim Parsons
tim.parsons@smartsatcrc.com
+61 417 463 972

Founded and supported by SmartSat CRC,
Aurora aims to create opportunities for
its members via participation in SmartSat
R&D programs and challenges, exposure
to SmartSat’s partners and their global
networks, and via creative collaboration with
other members.
Our aim is to create platforms – personal,
corporate, technical, strategic, collaborative
– for winning business opportunities,
commercialising leap-frog R&D, and building
scalable, world-class companies and space
capabilities in ways that would otherwise be
difficult for startup founders by themselves.
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Learn all about Australia’s role in space
and be inspired by stories of opportunity,
curiosity and technology.
The Space Gallery celebrates Australia’s
contemporary work and excellence in the
space sector through numerous hands-on
experiences.
Australian Space Discovery Centre
Exhibitor
discover.space.gov.au
Contact: Brenan Dew
info@discover.space.gov.au
+61 8 8432 1400
Go on a journey into space at the Australian
Space Discovery Centre, where science
and wonder combines for an exciting and
immersive experience.

The Careers and Information Hub will expand
your ideas about what jobs exist in the space
sector – from lawyers, to doctors, to tradies.
The Hub also connects interested people
with pathways to space jobs.
The Mission Control Theatrette looks
directly into the Mission Control Centre, run
by Saber Astronautics, which allows visitors
to watch real-life space action in real-time.
The Endeavour Room is named after the
Space Shuttle Endeavour, which took
Aussie-born astronaut Andy Thomas to
space. This room connects the space sector
with the public and is often home to spacerelated exhibitions.

The Australian Space Agency’s purpose is
to transform and grow a globally respected
space industry to lift the broader economy,
inspire and improve the lives of Australians.
As Australia’s national space agency, it
coordinates civil space matters across
government and supports the growth of the
Australian space sector.
Australian Space Agency
Supporting Sponsor
space.gov.au
enquiries@space.gov.au
1800 497 182
(within Australia) 		

The Agency is responsible for delivering
key space programs that develop national
space capability and infrastructure, unlock
international space collaboration, and inspire
and build a future space workforce. It is also
the regulator of Australian space related
activities and a facilitator for collaboration
across industry, government and academia.
This is all supporting the Australian Space
Agency’s goal to triple the size of Australia’s
space industry to AU$12 billion and create
up to 20,000 new Australian jobs by 2030.
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and commercial applications. Our team is
experienced in a wide range of new and
legacy communications as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
Blacktreee Technology
Exhibitor
blacktree.com.au
Contact: Greg O'Neill
greg.oneill@blacktree.com.au
+61 8 6245 2120
Blacktree Technology is a mission critical
communications specialist, with the
capabilities to provide a coherent and
comprehensive service that also entails
through life system maintenance and
support. We design, engineer, procure,
manufacture, install, commission, and
maintain a variety of RF systems for military

Narrow and Wideband SATCOM
Terrestrial Communications
RF Component Manufacturing
Data Networks
Monitoring and Management Systems

Blacktree is a strong sponsor of the sovereign
manufacturing initiative through the
utilisation of Australian based local supply
chains in the production of hardware.
Blacktree is currently sustaining ADF
programs such as JP2008 PH5A (UHF
SATCOM) and is a key player in bidding for the
next generation Australian Defence Satellite
Communication System (ADSS) program
JP9102.
Blacktree has offices located in Perth
and Canberra and a satellite presence in
Brisbane and Darwin.

BRAEMAC is able to provide components,
technical support and manufacturing support
(cable assembly, testing, turnkey solutions
etc) through our sales, engineering and
production teams.

BRAEMAC
Coffee Cart Sponsor
braemac.com
Contact: Chanakya Dutt Madugani
c.madugani@braemac.com.au
+61 413 122 051
BRAEMAC is Australia's largest Australianowned electronics and embedded distributor.
We provide full support for customer
requirements, from concept through to
production.
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BRAEMAC has been supporting customers
since 1984, with offices established in the
major cities of Australia and New Zealand.
We also have overseas offices in the US, UK
and APAC.
We represent thousands of electronic
components vendors including Intel, Renesas,
Microchip and ST Microelectronics.
In each region of ANZ, we have locally based
account managers and field application
engineers to support our customers.
We are a long-established supplier to
Defence, offering catered services around
compliance, certification and traceability.

network. We are developing innovative
approaches to astronaut training, spacecraft
design and crew health and apply our
industry-leading modelling and simulation
capabilities to enhance decision support and
concept exploration in the space domain.

Boeing
Silver Sponsor
boeing.com.au
Contact: Jason Armstrong
jason.w.armstrong@boeing.com
+61 409 208 143			
Boeing has a long history of space-related
projects in Australia. The company’s defence
programs include the Wideband Global
SATCOM (WGS) and IS-22 satellites used by
the Australian Defence Force (ADF) and the
Currawong Battlespace Communications
System, which includes Australian-developed
satellite terminals for accessing the WGS

Boeing Australia is leveraging The Boeing
Company’s 60+ years, of space experience
with an intent to create in-country capability.
We are committed to transferring knowledge
to local industry, creating local jobs, and
establishing export opportunities for
Australian small businesses including the
local development of a sovereign Advanced
Ground Architecture to supports multiple
space missions and JP9102.
We continue to make strategic R&D
investments to support the Australian Space
Agency to grow Australia’s space-based and
space-enabled capabilities.

ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES.

There is no end to what we can do together. Boeing is proud
to stand beside those who pursue endless possibilities of
creating a brighter future.
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The Bureau assimilates Earth observation
data from over 30 satellites into weather
prediction and visualisation systems daily.
This is crucial for the provision of weather
forecasts and warnings across Australia and
beyond, to support national commitments for
safety and security.

Bureau of Meteorology
Silver Sponsor
bom.gov.au
Contact: Zandria Farrell
zandria.farrell@bom.gov.au
+61 408 705 724
The Bureau of Meteorology is Australia's
national weather, climate, water and space
weather agency. It provides environmental
intelligence on the natural and near-Earth
space environments to ensure our partners
have the right information at the right time.

The Bureau's space weather capability
uses space weather data to produce alerts,
warnings and products to help mitigate the
impacts of space weather. This information
increases the resilience and operational
effectiveness of key industries like aviation,
defence, energy and resources and space
sector.
The Bureau is identifying future opportunities
to further support the space industry; to
enhance the Bureau's services through
improved access to space technologies
and to strengthen Australia's sovereign
capabilities.

Your partner
in space weather

Satellite
operations

Defence

Communications

Energy supply

Aviation and
transport

Surveillance

Delivering responsive weather, water,
climate, ocean and space weather services
for Australia—all day, every day.

Connect with us: www.bom.gov.au

GPS positioning
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Catholic Education South Australia is proud to
acknowledge and promote STEM learning initatives
that address real world problems and demonstrates
how students in Catholic schools take action that
matters.
cesa.catholic.edu.au

Our work in partnership with families is to
educate and nurture the whole person,
helping them to be thriving, capable learners
as well as extraordinary human beings.

Catholic Education South Australia
Silver Sponsor
cesa.catholic.edu.au
Contact: John Mula OAM
john.mula@cesa.catholic.edu.au
melanie.oleary@cesa.catholic.edu.au
+61 8 8301 6600
Catholic Education South Australia (CESA)
is committed to educational excellence,
providing quality learning in a Catholic
context from birth to beyond Year 12 to more
than 48,000 young people and students in
103 Catholic schools.

CESA leads an innovative, system-wide
approach to STEM teaching and learning,
building leader and teacher capacity to
design and facilitate STEM education.
CESA intentionally collaborates with
industry, universities, and education service
providers to build dynamic and sustainable
partnerships.
STEM education within CESA schools,
empowers young people to be agents of
positive change, developing the skills,
knowledge, and dispositions to address
and solve local and global challenges.
CESA students share their real-world STEM
solutions at the annual CESA STEM MAD
(Make a Difference) Showcase.
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secure ACMA licences, redundant power,
diverse high speed communications, onsite support and a pristine atmosphere for
supporting higher frequency and optical
based services.

Capricorn Space
Exhibitor
capricornspace.com.au
Contact: Mark Thompson
mark@capricornspace.com.au
+61 417 244 356
Capricorn Space is a proudly Australian
owned and operated company providing
ground segment services to the satellite
and space markets. Our initial site near
Geraldton in Western Australia possesses
many unique aspects not found elsewhere
in Australia: including the ability to readily

We offer three service models to support
all aspects of the market: Retail (use our
antennas and modems to communicate
with your satellite), Hybrid (connect your
customised indoor equipment rack to our
antennas) and Landlord (establish your own
capability by placing your antennas and
indoor equipment at our site).
If always-on service availability and longterm investment certainty are important to
you then please come and talk to us.

coaching, and connections for emerging
space ventures and researchers in Australia.
We are also offering commercialisation
training programs nationally to share
essential knowledge for anyone on the path
of creating a space tech venture.

Cicada Innovations
Exhibitor
cicadainnovations.com
Contact: Ingrid Marsh
ingrid@cicadainnovations.com
+61 419 623 282
The National Space Industry Hub is founded
on world-class research, innovation,
collaboration, and commercialisation.
Delivered by Cicada Innovations and
supported by the NSW Government, the
National Space Industry Hub offers a
physical space, resources, mentoring,
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The NSW Space Research Network
(SRN) is a university-led initiative of the
NSW Government designed to enhance
NSW space industry capability through
collaboration with government and
academic research institutions. The SRN
will build and support collaboration and
coordination between government, industry
and research organisations to deliver
space research and research translation
to industry. This is achieved by supporting
collaborative R&D projects, knowledge
exchange, educational opportunities and
community outreach.

With an active civil and defence space
community of industry, universities,
research centres and government, the City
of Salisbury holds an important position in
the Australian defence and space industries.

City of Salisbury
Exhibitor
salisbury.sa.gov.au
Contact: Mike Richards
mrichards@salisbury.sa.gov.au
+61 8 8260 8205
Salisbury is at the heart of Australia’s
defence industry- equipping and supporting
Australia’s defence force. Home to the
Edinburgh Defence Precinct including
Defence Science and Technology Group –
Edinburgh, RAAF Edinburgh, Technology
Park and Edinburgh Parks.

We are the location of choice for
international primes including BAE Systems
Australia, Lockheed Martin Australia, Saab
Australia, L3 Harris, Northrup Grumman,
General Dynamics Land Systems Australia
and Raytheon Australia, supported by a
growing number of innovative SME’s that are
playing a crucial role in the future of defence
and space activity.
If you are a defence or aerospace company,
Salisbury is where you need to be.

Established in February 2007, Clearbox
Systems is a leading Australian SME
supplying and integrating monitoring and
control systems, spectrum monitoring
systems, network management systems
and support services for Defence,
government and commercial sectors.

Clearbox Systems
Exhibitor
clearboxsystems.com.au
Contact: Jenny Lanesbury
jenny@clearboxsystems.com.au
+61 2 9114 6164

We have specialist software and domain
expertise allowing us to locally design,
develop and manufacture innovative
solutions that provide a flexible and unique
response to our customer’s needs. We
have long standing relationships with
divisions within the Australian Government
and Defence Forces and also with major
television and radio broadcasters.
Our team has the experience and the
expertise to provide cost-effective and
user-friendly solutions backed by 24 x 7
support services.
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cosine develops and builds optical and
in-situ measurement systems for space, air
and ground use. These are used in scientific,
industrial, medical, environmental, energy,
agri/food, security, semiconductor and
space applications, with customers ranging
from small high-tech companies to the
European Space Agency.
cosine
Exhibitor
cosine.nl
Contact: Marco Esposito
m.esposito@cosine.nl
+31 64 546 7267

The cosine team consists of 50+ highly
educated people who develop transparently
in close collaboration with our customers.
With our broad experience in different
technological areas we provide innovative,
out-of-the-box measurement solutions.
Technologies span the field of applied
physics, with extensive experience in
spectroscopy, laser systems and radiation
imaging systems. We use our knowledge in
physics, electronics and software to solve
problems in an innovative way.

as our work in data modelling, analytics
and development of applications such
as Data Cubes.

CSIRO — Australia’s
national science agency
Technology Sponsor
csiro.au
Contact: Mikayla Keen
mikayla.keen@csiro.au
CSIRO, Australia’s national science
agency has a long and accomplished
heritage across the space sector with our
leading-edge capabilities in advanced
manufacturing and space technologies.
We’re experts in developing remote sensing
technologies for Earth observation as well
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Our investment in high-performance
computing infrastructure and expertise
in handling big data to support Earth
observation and radio astronomy enables
deep insights and solutions to tackle
Australia's biggest challenges and
opportunities.
We have significant expertise in managing
complex facilities, and work with NASA,
ESA and JAXA as well as other international
space agencies - providing mission support
activities for exploration across our Solar
System and beyond.
Come and talk to us about our range of
technical expertise and industry support
mechanisms to help businesses – both large
and small - over-come barriers to innovation.
We’re your partner in space.

We offer:

CyberOps
Foundation Partner
cyberops.com.au
Contact: Daniel Floreani
daniel@cyberops.com.au
+61 408 169 441
CyberOps offers products and services
to the defence, space and cybersecurity
marketplace. We assist organisations
navigate their way through the growing
raft of security, regulation and productivity
challenges facing them today.

• Governance, risk and business advice to
bridge the gap between technical and
executive domains
• Business process and architecture
consulting services with a focus on
secure solutions
• Security design, investigation, review
and assessments including technical
security services, from reviewing
existing processes, documentation
and environments, to the design of new
secure IT systems
• Cyber readiness programs to assist SMEs
and start-ups become part of the defence
and space supply chain securely
CyberOps has developed a Space Domain
Awareness (SDA) system “SpaceIQ” that
tasks and manages a network of PassiveRF
sensors. SpaceIQ has been trailed in
local and international SDA exercises,
demonstrating the benefits of PassiveRF
to mission system operators.

Dedicated Systems have been a supplier to
the space industry in Australia and NZ since
2014. Our products were designed from the
ground up to address the challenges of space
and include:
• Ruggedised compute platforms

Dedicated Systems Australia
Exhibitor
dedicatedsystems.com.au
Contact: John Salerno
john@dedicatedsystems.com.au
+61 8 8299 9333

• Software to ensure reliable operation of
critical components
• Cost effective data acquisition solutions
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eco-system to deliver scientific advice
and solutions that provide capability
enhancement for Defence and the national
security community.

Department of Defence
Gold Sponsor
dst.defence.gov.au
Contact: Defence Science and
Technology Group
events@dst.defence.gov.au
The primary role of the Department of
Defence is to defend Australia and its national
interests, promote security and stability
in the world, and support the Australian
community.

Space is a domain that is critical to Defence
operations. Our capabilities and concepts rely
on access to space systems and information
– as do the Australian public.
Space-based systems play a vital role in
all ADF and coalition operations, wherever
they occur around the world. From providing
precise location information and situational
understanding of the operating environment
to enabling personnel and platforms to stay
connected, assured access to satellite
services and the freedom to operate in space
are critical to the ADF’s ability to protect and
defend Australia’s national interests.

Our role is to work closely with the Australian
science, technology and innovation

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade /
Department of Home Affairs
Exhibitor
DFAT
dfat.gov.au
Contact: Elizabeth Day
adelaide.sa@dfat.gov.au
+61 8 8403 4850
DHA
homeaffairs.gov.au
Contact: Okke Velzeboer
BIRO.SA@homeaffairs.gov.au
+61 8 7421 7351
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DFAT’s primary role is to make Australia stronger,
safer and more prosperous. In the space sector,
DFAT collaborates with federal and state
government agencies to pursue economic
opportunities, whilst developing international
cooperation on the peaceful uses of outer
space. Australia works to ensure the benefits of
sustainability, safety and security in space are
shared internationally and to shape rules and
norms on responsible behaviour in space within
the United Nations and other forums.
The Department of Home Affairs brings together
Australia's federal law enforcement, national and
transport security, criminal justice, emergency
management, multicultural affairs, settlement
services and immigration and border-related
functions, working together to keep Australia safe.
The Department has dedicated Business, Industry
and Regional Outreach Officers (BIROs) located
in each state to boost skilled migration liaison.
BIROs work closely with business, industry and
regional stakeholders to promote the Department’s
Skilled Visa Program, including the Global Talent
Visa Program. BIROs provide pathway options and
information to Australian businesses to enable
their effective use of the skilled migration program
to recruit skilled migrants, where Australian
workers may not be available. For more information,
email SA BIRO at BIRO.SA@homeaffairs.gov.au.

Our “Building the Space Nation” report lays
out the need for an integrated strategy for
the space ecosystem bringing together our
civil and defence space strategies together
with the industries Australia has natural
advantage and momentum.

Deloitte
Gold Sponsor
deloitte.space
Contact: Jason Bender
jabender@deloitte.com.au
Our vision is to see the Australian space
ecosystem recognised globally as a leader
in delivering value to the world’s key industry
sectors and society through new disruptive
space-enabled capabilities, business models
and by the way we collaborate.

Our global space innovation program, the
Gravity Challenge, has supported 30 global
brands access 700 innovators in pursuit
of their biggest challenges, resulting in
commercial contracts for early stage space
businesses.
Our work with Saber Astronautics in the
design and implementation of Australia’s
Mission Control Centre has been recognised
with the 2021 Australian Good Design Award
“Best in Class” for Design Strategy.

enhance the defence of Australia. Drawing on
our vast collective experience in and around
defence and electronic warfare to understand
their needs.
We also collaborate with universities, DSTG,
Defence and other industry sectors to solve
complex and challenging problems.
DEWC Systems
Exhibitor
dewc.com/capabilities/systems
Contact: Craig Simpson
craig.simpson@dewcsystems.com
+61 417 742 705
CONCEIVE. INNOVATE. DELIVER. REPEAT.
DEWC Systems develops novel and
effective solutions to sophisticated
electromagnetic battlespace challenges
faced by the Australian Defence Force
and the defence industry.
Our team of engineering and electronic
warfare professionals build systems that

DEWC Systems has developed a strong
reputation for innovation and, as the first
Australian company to launch a payload on
a space capable rocket from Australian soil,
helped lead Australia into the Space 4.0 era.
Through our work in defence and space, we
have developed a product range which has
applications across a number of industries,
including mining, information technology,
IoT and cyber security.
DEWC Systems can offer truly sovereign
alternatives and develop solutions that can
be tailored for industry needs.
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DUG delivers innovative software products
and cost effective, cloud-based HPC as
a service backed by bespoke support for
technology onboarding. DUG’s expertise
in algorithm development and code
optimisation enables clients to leverage big
data and solve complex problems.

Dug Technology
Networking Hour Sponsor
dug.com
Contact: Marie Smyth
maries@dug.com
+61 411 860 094
DUG is a technology company, headquartered
in Australia, that specialises in analytical
software development and reliable, green,
high-performance computing (HPC). The
company is built on a strong foundation of
applied science and a history of converting
research into practical, real-world solutions.

EOS
Foundation Partner
eos-aus.com
Contact: Glen Tindall
gtindall@eos-aus.com
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DUG is a global company with offices in
Perth, London, Houston and Kuala Lumpur,
supporting a diverse industrial client-base
that includes radio-astronomy, biomedicine
and meteorology, as well as the resource,
government and education sectors. DUG
designs, owns, and operates a network
of some of the largest and greenest
supercomputers on Earth.
The company continues to invest and
innovate at the forefront of software
and HPC, working towards a climatepositive future.

Electro Optic Systems (EOS) is a leading
ASX-listed Australian owned and operated
defence, space and communications
company. For over 35 years EOS has
developed technology for Space Domain
Awareness and Space Traffic Management
producing highly accurate, real-time space
intelligence products for commercial and
Defence customers which leverage the
company's own catalogue of over 20,000
objects in space with other commercial
sources to determine key attributes such as
satellite capabilities, orbital characteristics
and potential conjunctions. Information is
checked daily using EOS’ Australian network
of ground-based sensors, which track
thousands of objects. This ensures that
satellite operators and space intelligence
professionals are kept up to date with the
most recent and accurate data available in
the market.

FROM LEO TO LUNAR

WE SEE FURTHER
A proven, world class
Australian space capability
ready to support Space
Domain Awareness
operations – now

EOS Space Systems:
provides validated space data
that decision makers can trust
delivers customers a unique
operational advantage with near
real-time event notifications
complements a growing multitechnology, multi-sensor SDA
capability
Australian space professionals
developing Australian space products
for the world

FIND OUT MORE
EOS-AUS.COM/SPACE
13th Australian Space Forum
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Fizzics Education
Exhibitor
fizzicseducation.com.au
Contact: Ben Newsome
ben.newsome@fizzicseducation.com.au
1300 856 828

Fizzics Education has been a leading
Australian provider of interactive science
workshops, shows & professional
development programs since 2004, having
now reached several million students across
Australia and beyond. We work both face
to face and online through inquiry-based
learning with relevant & curriculum-linked
hands-on activities that help learners
understand their world.
Currently partnered with Magnitude.io to
deliver Exolab-10 ISS school program into
Australian schools, in collaboration with
STEM Industry School Partnerships and the
Powerhouse Museum. https://magnitude.io/
exolab-10/
Past work includes the 2021 Australian Virtual
Astronaut Challenge which reached 5000
students across 200 schools in collaboration
with Magnitude.io, STEM Industry School
Partnerships, the Aldrin Family Foundation,
and the NSW and QLD Virtual STEM
Academies. https://stem2021.com.au

Fleet made history in 2018 by launching
Australia’s first commercial nanosatellites.
With 6 nanosatellites now in orbit, we
continue to expand our cutting-edge
constellation to provide limitless data and
global reach, with the ultimate vision of
connecting the Earth, Moon and Mars.

Fleet Space
Silver Sponsor
fleetspace.com
Contact: Flavia Tata Nardini
flavia@fleetspace.com
+61 424 487 893
Founded in South Australia in 2015, Fleet
Space Technologies engineers pioneering
space technology to open new frontiers
for customers and support a peaceful,
sustainable future for humanity, on Earth
and beyond.
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Our recently launched Centauri 4 satellite
demonstrates Fleet’s engineering
leadership, with the world’s first digital beam
forming technology on a nanosatellite, as
well as the first 3D printed patch antenna.
Later this year, Fleet will launch another first,
our fully 3D-printed satellite, Alpha, which
will complement our growing constellation,
expanding its capabilities with high
speed connectivity for low power devices
anywhere on Earth.
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and executing system development,
design, acquisition and operations with
novel technology.

Frazer-Nash Consultancy
Foundation Partner
fncaustralia.com.au
Contact: Damien Farrell OAM
d.farrell@fncaustralia.com.au
+61 435 915 732
Frazer-Nash delivers independent technical
support to the space sector. Our clients
gain competitive advantage with improved
systems and service, reduced risks and cost,
and professional stewardship through a new
regulatory environment. Our clients benefit
from our support in research, development,
procurement and operations in the space
sector, born out of experience in managing

We are knowledgeable in application of
the new Australian Space Act 2018 and
its supporting rules. Combined with our
significant experience working in highly
regulated global industries, we support
your space system development and
space activities.
We apply this knowledge with proven
technical skills to support development of
your space business. Our support in space
systems is comprehensive and includes:
• Regulatory compliance assessment
• Safety and risk management
• Requirements and acceptance
management
• Technology evaluation, roadmapping
and management
• Information assurance and security
• Space systems design analysis

Helping you achieve mission success
At Frazer-Nash, our experienced and knowledgeable
space practitioners provide independent technical,
safety and organisational advice that can add
real value to your enterprise.
From launch engines to Mars rovers and
all the opportunities between we have
collaboratively assisted organisations
to successfully navigate the emerging
and dynamic space sector.
For more information on how we can
help you and the Australian space
sector to innovate and succeed, please
contact defence@fncaustralia.com.au.

C International Electric Company Ltd.

Our market sectors
defence • energy and resources • transport and industry
Our offices
Adelaide, Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney and throughout the UK
70
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

www.fncaustralia.com.au

Queensland-based Gilmour Space
Technologies is on a mission to provide
affordable and reliable rocket and satellite
launches into Low Earth Orbits, and beyond.
If you have a small satellite or payloads to
launch from 2022, please contact us at
launch@gspacetech.com.

Gilmour Space Technologies
Exhibitor
gspacetech.com
Contact: Peter Kinne
peter.kinne@gspacetech.com
+61 447 534 726

Hamilton Secondary College
(Department for Education)
Exhibitor
hamcoll.sa.edu.au
Contact: Sarah Baker
sarah.baker807@schools.sa.edu.au
+61 429 990 041
Hamilton Secondary College is an innovative
year 7-12 school with a vision and strategic
plan focused on space and astronomy,
founded on two pillars, educating students
about space across years 5 -12 and linking
education to the space industry.

We're always on the lookout for
talented people to help us launch
Australia to space.
Check out our Careers page at:
gspacetech.com
					
					
					

Our Space Academy, space education
curriculum and newly built planetarium equip
students with the necessary STEM and
emerging technology skills to be innovative,
entrepreneurial and become globally
competitive. The academic teachings are
then ‘put into practice’ through Hamilton’s
Mike Roach Space Education Centre. It is
here that students obtain practical and
unique skills by experiencing real-life
Martian explorations while being challenged
to reach evidence-based conclusions about
Mars habitability.
From 2022, we will also run the Space
Passport Program supported by the SA
Commonwealth School Pathways Program
and Department for Education ‘Student
Pathways and Careers’ Division and can be
registered as a ‘World of Work Challenge’
activity at https://studentpathways.sa.edu.
au/.
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and commercial operators to visually
monitor their satellites and other space
objects. Our software transforms Earth
observation satellites into in-orbit
inspection cameras and generates valuable
near real-time data. Our goal is to empower
our customers to have satellite insights at
their fingertips.
HEO Robotics
Exhibitor
heo-robotics.com
Contact: William Crowe
will@heo-robotics.com
+61 404 441 913
At HEO Robotics our mission is to image
anything within the Solar System on
demand. We are the world’s first commercial
in-orbit satellite inspection company. Our
technology helps defence, governments,

HEO Robotics is backed by venture capital
funds and high-profile angel investors
from Australia, UK, and USA including Y
Combinator (S21). We are based in Sydney,
Australia.
Our values: We value good space citizenship.
We are passionate about responsible
custodianship, sustainability and trust.
We believe that space should be easy and
transparent. Our values help us to tackle
some of the most complex issues in space
for the benefit of all humanity.

ambitions. In 2018, the Canadian Space
Agency and the Australian Space Agency
signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to purse space development
opportunities.

High Commission of Canada
Exhibitor
canadainternational.gc.ca/australiaaustralie
Contact: Carolyne Huber
carolyne.huber@internation-al.gc.ca
+61 2 6270 4056
Canada contributes technology and
expertise to the world space effort and
works closely with other domestic and
international agencies, governments,
industry and academia to fulfill its space
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The Canadian Trade Commissioner Service
based in Canberra and its partners,
including the Canadian Space Agency are
here to help you connect with potential
partners, and find synergies in your supply
chains. Contact us to learn more about what
Canada has to offer.
We look forward to meeting you.
Please visit the Trade Commissioner Service
(www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca) and the
Canadian Space Agency (www.asc-csa.
gc.ca) websites for more details.

Hub & Spoke
Professional Partner
hubandspokesolutions.com.au
Contact: Dominic Lagana
dom@hubandspokesolutions.com.au
+61 439 912 270

Hub & Spoke is a leading multidisciplinary
consulting and design company. We help
organisations across the private, public and
social sectors develop solutions that define
businesses, improve governments and allow
communities to flourish. We bring together
the best strategic thinkers, advisors,
architects, designers, polymaths, digital,
leadership, marketing, media and indigenous
experts to transform great ideas into world
class experiences, buildings, spaces,
products and services that create value and
achieve positive social impact.
Collectively we provide the space sector and
a diverse range of clients with flexibility and
choice to find more ways to innovate and do
business. If you have a bold agenda, want to
achieve the extraordinary and would like a
visionary partner we are ready to collaborate
with you.

The Innovation & Collaboration Centre (ICC)
offers a pre-eminent space accelerator
and incubator program, designed to fast
track access to Australia’s space economy.
The ICC has a renowned ecosystem of global
and local space experts, with networks
across the world.

Innovation & Collaboration Centre
Exhibitor
icc.unisa.edu.au
Contact: Jasmine Vreugdenburg
jasmine.vreugdenburg@unisa.edu.au
+61 8 8302 7368		

The ICC has helped 19 space startups
raise more than $11 million in investment
since 2018. Through its tailored program
and mentoring, the ICC provides practical
business skills to founders, to help them
scale their startup and successfully enter
the country’s space industry.
The ICC is supported by the University of
South Australia, and thus provides program
participants with a wide range of services.
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We employ scientists, engineers, project
managers and corporate staff, and use
local Australian industry suppliers and
manufacturers. Our satellite customers
include Defence Science and Technology
Group, CSIRO, University of Melbourne, and
the Government of South Australia. We are
also developing two of our own missions.
Inovor Technologies
Foundation Partner
inovor.com.au
Contact: Dr Mathew Tetlow
info@inovor.com
Inovor Technologies is a wholly Australian
owned company located at Lot Fourteen in
Adelaide, South Australia. We are leaders
in Australian small satellite technologies,
electronic warfare, and research and
development; we provide turnkey satellite
mission solutions using our Australian-made
Apogee and Australis satellite buses.

The first mission is Hyperion: a spacebased Space Domain Awareness (SDA)
constellation of satellites. We are building
this capability to support the SDA
capabilities of the Royal Australian Air Force,
supported by the Defence Innovation Hub.
Our second mission, Skyris, uses the
on-board machine learning algorithms
from Hyperion and applies them to an
Earth-imaging satellite constellation for
smart Earth imaging.

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the
governmental agency that promotes Made
in Italy throughout the world, supporting
the growth of Italian companies abroad and
contributing to the attraction of foreign
investments to Italy.

Italian Trade Agency
Silver Sponsor
ice.it/en
Contact: Paola De Faveri
sydney@ice.it
+61 2 9299 9954		

On the occasion of the Australian Space
Forum, ITA is partnering with the Embassy
of Italy in Canberra, the Italian Chamber of
Commerce in Sydney, and ASI – Italian Space
Agency to showcase some key Italian space
sector players and foster collaboration
between Australia and the well-established
Italian space ecosystem.
ASI established itself as one of the most
important global stakeholders of space
science and satellite technologies, playing
a leading role both at a European level,
where Italy is the third major contributor
to the European Space Agency, and at a
global level.
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ITALY AT THE
13TH AUSTRALIAN
SPACE FORUM
Adelaide, 3 March 2022

The Italian Trade Agency is again partnering with the Embassy of Italy in Canberra, the Italian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Australia, and ASI - Italian Space Agency to showcase
some key Italian space sector players and foster collaboration between Australia and the wellestablished Italian space ecosystem.
Come visit our booth!
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participants in the space industry with
equity fundraising. We act for the Defence
Teaming Centre and The Andy Thomas
Space Foundation. We have collaborated
with the Defence Teaming Centre to prepare
a standard suite of collaboration documents
for use by SMEs in advanced technology
industries. Our experience is local, national
and international.
Jones Harley Toole
Professional Partner
jht.com.au
Contact: Stefan Jury
sjury@jht.com.au
+61 8 8414 3363
Jones Harley Toole are involved in the
space, defence and advanced technology
industries.
We have worked with contracts for SA
Government’s proposed satellite program,
the proposed frigates, submarines and
land vehicles. We have also advised

Jones Harley Toole works with its clients
to design and create particular solutions
for their individual projects. We deal with
significant contracts, bid preparation,
insurance, finance, equity fundraising and
licensing of intellectual property. As part
of our role we are familiar with international
treaty obligations, space law and
international liability and insurance.
We work collaboratively with other
professionals to provide appropriate
outcomes for our clients.

Leonardo has a world-class capability
to supply communications systems.
Innovative C4I products, based on advanced
technology, are employed as NEC elements
within the modern digital battlefield. These
ensure rapid high bandwidth sharing of
key data within all mobile, ground, air and
maritime assets in the battlespace.
Leonardo Australia
Exhibitor
leonardocompany.com/en/global/oceania/
australia
Contact: George Coulloupas
george.coulloupas@leonardocompany.com.au
+61 3 9698 0400
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We supply integrated tactical command,
control and communications systems for
naval and ground platforms plus dismounted
soldiers. The products and capabilities we
offer include a wide range of soldier radio
systems, a family of software-defined radio
(SDR) systems, Electronic Countermeasures
(ECM) systems, HF radios and networks,
tactical IP-based networks (Sentinel),
radio relays, a wide range of satellite
communication products and systems, naval
communication systems, advanced data
compression technology and RF antenna
modelling and simulation, as well as a range
of headsets and ancillaries.

Alliance Finland. The Makers Empire
3D app is used by 2.6+ million students
in 50+ countries.
Makers Empire has delivered education
programs to groups of 200+ schools in
Australia, the USA, and the Middle East.
Our space education programs include:
Makers Empire
Foundation Partner
makersempire.com
Contact: Jon Soong
jon@makersempire.com
+61 403 347 994
Makers Empire helps K-8 teachers cover
design & technology curriculum and
develop students' interest in STEM via 3D
design tools, programs, and professional
development courses.
Makers Empire creates market-leading
solutions backed by Macquarie University
research and accredited by Education

• A partnership with the Andy Thomas
Space Foundation to deliver education of
space technology and awareness of space
career opportunities to primary school
students,
• A partnership with the SA Commissioner
for Children and Young People to deliver
the annual Space to Dream Design
Thinking competition,
• Mission to Mars in-app challenge course
that helps students learn about space
via a series of engaging videos, tutorials,
quizzes, and design challenges.

MathWorks is the leading developer of
mathematical computing software, with
decades of data analytics expertise within
the global space industry. MATLAB and
Simulink platforms are used by space
agencies, such as NASA and ESA, to
develop models for flight software, power
management, navigation, communications,
and command processing.
MathWorks
Exhibitor
mathworks.com/solutions/aerospacedefense/space-systems
Contact: Ian Smith
iansmith@mathworks.com
+61 2 8669 4725

Visit our booth to learn how you can speed
up your development processes and improve
communications between teams.
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operations with capabilities in space
infrastructure and Earth intelligence.

Maxar
Foundation Partner
maxar.com
Contact: Rafael Kargren
rafael.kargren@maxar.com
+64 27 357 0890
Maxar is a leading space technology and
intelligence company. We unlock the
promise of space to help governments
and businesses solve problems on
Earth and beyond. Maxar partners with
innovative businesses and governments to
monitor global change, deliver broadband
communications and advance space

Maxar capabilities in Earth intelligence help
customers map, detect and predict change
across the globe. Fueled by Maxar’s own
constellation of high-resolution imaging
satellites, we provide high-resolution
satellite imagery and derived data
layers, machine learning and rich domain
knowledge so organisations can make
decisions with confidence.
In addition to the more than one billion sq km
of high-resolution optical imagery we collect
each year, the Maxar constellation offers
tremendous tasking capacity for customers.
Flexible tasking options allow customers to
select the imagery they need and how they
need it—online, offline, via mobile device or
directly into GIS.

and our partners are equipping businesses
and organisations around the world to
re-imagine solutions to some of the world’s
most challenging problems.

Microsoft
Gold Sponsor
azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/newsatellite-connectivity-and-geospatialcapabilities-with-azure-space
Contact: Lynn McDonald			
lynn.mcdonald@microsoft.com
Microsoft enables digital transformation for
the era of intelligent cloud and intelligent
edge. Its mission is to empower every person
and every organisation on the planet to
achieve more. Through the combination
of cloud and space technology, Microsoft
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Azure space brings together renowned
space industry veterans, scientists and
world-class product engineers to build cloud
capabilities that meet the unique needs
of the space community. Our innovation
areas include simulating space missions,
discovering insights from satellite data, and
fueling innovation both on the ground and
in orbit.
By partnering with leaders in the space
community, we are extending the utility
of our Azure capabilities with worldwide
satellite connectivity, unblocking cloud
computing in more scenarios, and
empowering our partners and customers
to achieve more. 				

Azure Space
Cloud-powered innovation
on and off the planet
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• Portable & temporary cleanrooms rated to
Class 100/ISO 5 standards for assembly of
particle sensitive devices,
• Helium leak detectors, wire & die bonders,
3D non-contact metrology testing tools,
• Thin film deposition and etching tools
for fabricating Photonics, MEMs,
Lab-On-Chip devices,
Nano Vacuum
Foundation Partner
nanovactech.com
Contact: Ava Faridi			
avaf@nanovactech.com
+61 484 571 675
Nano Vacuum offer local turnkey solutions
for the Australian & New Zealand space,
aerospace & defence industry including:
• Space simulation vacuum systems
with heating/cooling control including
instrumentation feedthroughs and
data logging,

• Gloveboxes for laser welding, battery
research and assembly of oxygen and
moisture sensitive components,
• Rapid thermal annealers for high
temperature stress relief and reactive
gas processing,
• Maskless direct write lithography systems.
With over 20 years’ experience we have
the knowledge and references to help you
succeed with your next project.
For more information contact Nano Vacuum at
info@nanovactech.com or visit our website:
www.nanovactech.com

Our lightweight products use our patented
Centre-Triggered Pulsed Cathodic Arc
Thruster (CT-PCAT) technology to convert
solid conductive propellants (including
from recycled space debris) into plasma
and produce thrust.

Neumann Space
Foundation Partner
neumannspace.com
Contact: Herve Astier
herve.astier@neumannspace.com
+61 406 801 550
Neumann Space is a South Australian
company developing an efficient and
scalable in-space electric propulsion system
for satellites. The Neumann Space thruster
marks a revolution in the field of satellite
propulsion.
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Our product range creates value for our
customers in all space operations and
travel. For example, our thruster can fulfill
all requirements for Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
mission profiles such as extending mission
lifetimes, station keeping, orbit raising,
constellation phasing, inclination changes,
de-orbiting and more.
Neumann Space is the only Australian
company able to provide a sovereign
in-space electric propulsion system
capability.

• NASA launching a sounding rocket
campaign from the Arnhem Space Centre
in mid-2022, its first from a commercial
spaceport outside the US,
• The HAPS Alliance acknowledging the
Territory’s weather and proximity to
markets as strategic advantages for
HAPS operators,
Northern Territory Space Industry
Exhibitor
invest.nt.gov.au/key-sectors/space
Contact: Claire George
claire.george@nt.gov.au
+61 8 8999 5369

• Viasat constructing two commercial
ground stations in Alice Springs to expand
its Real-Time Earth Network,

Australia’s Northern Territory is ready to
meet the future demands of the global space
industry. Space organisations that have
already recognised the Territory’s competitive
advantages include:

• OneWeb constructing a 14-antenna
gateway site in Darwin to support its
constellation of satellites,

• Equatorial Launch Australia operating its
commercial launch facility, the Arnhem
Space Centre,

• ArianeGroup installing an optical telescope
in Alice Springs to extend its GeoTracker
space situation awareness network,

• LeoLabs selecting Arnhem Land as its
preferred location for their Northern
Australia Radar.
To see what we can offer visit our website.

support services and deliver both ground and
space-based elements of space capability as
a service to our clients.

Nova Systems
Exhibitor
novasystems.com/au
Contact: Shaun Ebert
novaevents@novasystems.com
+61 8 8252 7100
Nova Systems is rapidly growing its footprint
in the global space sector.
Our team partners with defence, government
and industry to develop and grow sovereign
space capabilities. We support the delivery of
complex space and satellite communication
programs, provide advisory and regulatory

We are expanding our Nova Systems Space
Precinct in Peterborough, connecting
international satellites to Earth. This includes
a collaboration agreement with European
space company Leaf Space to host a terminal,
expanding in-country capability for Australia’s
space industry ecosystem.
We understand space-based capabilities
are core to our military capabilities and
our modern way of life and are committed
to playing a significant role in ensuring
its success.
Nova Systems is a thought leader and key
private sector supporter of the Australian
space sector.
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www.plugin-vacuum.com
www.plugin-vacuum.com

PhosEnergy is a South Australian company
developing innovative green-energy
technologies aimed at recovering useful
energy resources and chemicals from
unconventional or waste sources.

PhosEnergy
Exhibitor
phosenergy.com
Contact: Leigh Whicker
lwhicker@phosenergy.com
1300 105 041		

In an Aerospace context, we are focusing
the GenX Betavoltaic Power Generation and
Radioisotope Heating Unit technologies to
provide long term power and heat to critical
Space applications.
We are working with industry primes
and academia to create the prototypes
and achieve flight heritage prior to
commercialisation. 				
					
					
		

PKF Adelaide has an integral role in the
innovation and business patchwork that
defines South Australia. We know this state is
a thriving hub for new ideas, progress and big
thinkers, and we take our role in supporting
those decision makers across various
industries very seriously.

PKF Adelaide
Professional Partner
pkf.com.au/locations/adelaide
Contact: Dom Cosentino
dom.cosentino@pkfsa.com.au
+61 8 8373 5588

We understand what makes businesses
successful in South Australia – we live
and breathe the state. We also support
businesses to expand nationally and globally.
Our local expertise is matched by PKF offices
based nationwide and a network of experts
across the world.
Think of us as your business and wealth
building partner – PKF Adelaide will turn
opportunities into real outcomes for your
business and personal wealth.
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Praxis Aerospace
Exhibitor
praxisaerospace.com.au
Contact: Andrew Hutchinson
andrew@praxisaerospace.com.au
+61 411 671 167

Praxis Aerospace is a professional services
company providing engineering and
project management services in support
of aerospace and space programs within
Australia. Experienced and trusted staff
support a range of aerospace engineering
and project management disciplines
supporting new aircraft acquisitions, aircraft
in service support programs including
upgrades and space launch licence
applications.
We are Australia's most experienced Suitably
Qualified Expert (SQE) having completed
the Risk Hazard Analysis's (RHA) for multiple
upcoming space launches in Australia.

We have a “passion for precision” and believe
that precision measurement is a major driving
force for all human endeavour.

Quantx Labs
Exhibitor
quantxlabs.com.au
Contact: Lisa Paddick
lisa.paddick@quantxlabs.com
+61 418 393 996
QuantX Labs aims to be the premier,
sovereign provider of the highest precision
timing and sensor products used in
defence, space and critical infrastructure.
Our specialised team have more than
70 years, combined experience in the
invention and development of precision
measurement devices.
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Cryoclock, our flagship product, is the world’s
most precise clock – thousands of times
more precise than current timing, losing
just one second for every 40 million years of
operation. This leading-edge technology is
just one of many being developed for a range
of sovereign and global applications including
Australia’s Jindalee Operational Radar
Network (JORN).
Our production and test facility, based at
the Lot Fourteen Innovation precinct, is
providing a unique sovereign industrial
capability to support Australian defence and
space programs in radar, sensing, quantum
technology and timing/positioning networks.

THE HAZARDS OF
SPACE CAN BE TOUGH
ON YOUR SYSTEMS
Smart test and measurement
solutions from Rohde & Schwarz
ensure flawless performance and
reliable safety and security for
mission success. Visit our stand to
see how we can support you.

scan to learn about
our solutions for
satellite testing

Make ideas real

• Antenna and EMC test systems
and solutions
• Multi-constellation GNSS simulation
and receiver testing
• Ground station and ground
terminal testing
• Timing systems and solutions
Rohde & Schwarz Australia
Exhibitor
rohde-schwarz.com.au
Contact: Patrick Durrant
patrick.durrant@rohde-schwarz.com
+61 2 8874 5152
Rohde & Schwarz Australia has been
operating since 1981 and our test and
measurement (T&M) solutions are ideal for
designing, evaluating and producing latest
generation satellite systems. In particular
we can assist with:
• Satellite payload testing (test and
validation performance at component,
subsystem and system level)

• Communications systems monitoring
• Quality of service monitoring
• Electronic and digital interface testing
• Satellite uplink amplifiers
• Air Traffic and Marine radio systems
• Spectrum monitoring
Smart T&M solutions from Rohde & Schwarz
ensure flawless performance and reliable
safety and security on every level - from
testing subsystems, assemblies and
components to validating the performance
of ground station terminals and in-orbit
service. Let us know how we can
support you.
13th Australian Space Forum
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operated design-to manufacture business
we are uniquely positioned to support your
specific defence requirements, both now and
in the future.

REDARC Defence
Exhibitor
redarc.com.au/defence
Contact: Taylor Boyley
tboyley@redarc.com.au
+61 8 8322 4848
REDARC Defence Systems blend commercial
off the-shelf, modified off-the-shelf,
customised and build-to-print electronic
solutions. We improve the capability,
safety and flexibility of a variety of defence
vehicles and applications. We supply battery
monitoring and power management solutions
to defence vehicles domestically and
internationally. As an Australian-owned and

Why choose REDARC Defence Systems
• Immediate supply of existing robust
products in small to high volumes
• Auxiliary battery charging and monitoring
(HUMS) solutions for defence vehicles
• Design of defence and automotive OEMgrade electronic equipment
• Advanced printed circuit board and
electronic module manufacture in
a modern, quality controlled lean
manufacturing environment
• Build-to-print assembly of ruggedised
electronics
• Thorough understanding of global, OEM
and defence product compliance (EMC,
immunity, vibration, environment, etc)
• On-site test facility for pre-compliance of
many standards
• Column grid array (CGA) PCB assembly
• Available in Australia

Saab Australia is a defence, security and
space solutions provider specialising
in the development and integration of
command and control systems. With over
600 experienced staff and a reputation for
achieving mission critical complex systems
integration projects, Saab has proven its
capabilities over more than 30 years.
Saab Australia
Foundation Partner
saab.com/markets/australia
Contact: Graham Smith
graham.smith@au.saabgroup.com
+61 8 8343 3800
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Saab leads key research and development
for Australia's future combat power and
rolling out technology to protect Australia's
critical infrastructure to keep people and
society safe.
As a premier provider of command and
control, communication, computing,
cyber, intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance solutions for the Australian
Defence Force and civil security community,
Saab has proven sovereign expertise which
has been applied to space solutions in the
areas of Space Mission Control and Space
Domain Awareness.

As a vacuum technology and temperature
control specialist business with 30 years’
experience we design, fabricate and supply
space simulation chambers and related
technologies for space research.

Scitek Australia
Foundation Partner
scitek.com.au
Contact: Kelvin Ho
kelvin@scitek.com.au
+61 437 676 491

Our capability includes vacuum systems
down to 10E-12 mbar pressure and a
temperature range from near absolute zero
(near 0° Kelvin or -273° Celsius) to 400°
Celsius. We supply relevant component level
technologies used in space research from
TVAC systems to plasma thruster testing to
Langmuir probe for plasma measurements.

CUSTOMISED SPACE
SIMULATION SOLUTIONS
• LEO & Solar Simulation • Propulsion & Thruster Testing
• Regolith Environment Simulation • Standard & Modular Systems

Kelvin Ho Product Manager
M: 0437 676 491 P: 1800 023 467
E: kelvin@scitek.com.au W: scitek.com.au
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Saber Astronautics is a space engineering
company with a over a decade of heritage
across Australia and the USA.

Saber Astronautics
Exhibition Lounge Sponsor
saberastro.com
Contact: Carmen Truong
carmen.truong@saberastro.com
+61 472 569 657

A high impact organisation, Saber offers full
operations services for the whole lifecycle
of a space mission leveraging decades of
combined experience in space engineering,
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and
remote, extreme environments. Saber offers
the safest, most cost effective and efficient
solutions for any space operations, no idea is
too big and no job is too small.
Saber currently operates the Responsive
Space Operations Centre in Lot Fourteen
awarded by the Australian Space Agency
from the Space Infrastructure Fund. It is
the first mission operations centre open for
public viewing, blending gaming technology,
machine learning and artificial intelligence for
daily operations.

As the leader in global content connectivity
solutions, SES operates the world’s only
multi-orbit constellation of satellites with
the unique combination of global coverage
and high performance, including the
commercially proven, low-latency Medium
Earth Orbit O3b system.
SES
Exhibitor
ses.com
Contact: John Turnbull
john.turnbull@ses.com
+61 421 554 497
SES has a bold vision to deliver amazing
experiences everywhere on earth
by distributing the highest quality
video content and providing seamless
connectivity around the world.
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By leveraging a vast and intelligent,
cloud-enabled network, SES is able to
deliver high-quality connectivity solutions
anywhere on land, at sea or in the air,
and is a trusted partner to the world’s
leading telecommunications companies,
mobile network operators, governments,
connectivity and cloud service providers,
broadcasters, video platform operators and
content owners.
Further information on SES’s government
services is available at: www.ses.com.

Our brand portfolio – Serafino Terremoto,
Serafino Sharktooth, Serafino black label,
Bellissimo and Goose Island.

Serafino Wines
Professional Partner
serafinowines.com.au
Contact: Maria Maglieri
maria@serafinowines.com.au
+61 8 8323 0157
Set on sprawling lakeside grounds, Serafino
Wines, a family-owned business since
1972, is located in the heart of the Fleurieu
Peninsula, nestled between the sea and
the hills. Serafino Wines has developed
a reputation as one of Australia’s most
respected wineries and leading producers of
Italian style red wines.

Serafino occupies a prime position on iconic
Kangarilla Road in McLaren Vale. If the ‘vines
by the sea’ vibe of the region hasn’t already
charmed, then the incredibly scenic setting
for the Serafino Cellar door, Restaurant,
Accommodation, Conferences facilities,
Serafino major events and experiences
and Function Centre surely will – swathes
of gum trees, animal life, the rustic-meetsmodern charm of the winery buildings and of
course the all-important vineyard vistas, all
conspire for an outstanding visit to one of
the region’s best producers.
Serafino – more than just a Winery –
it’s a Destination.
					
					
				

Serafino Wines, a family owned business since 1972, has developed a reputation
as one of Australia’s most respected wineries and leading producers.
If the ‘vines by the sea’ vibe of the region hasn’t already charmed, then the incredibly
scenic setting for the Serafino Cellar Door, restaurant, accommodation, conference
facilities, major events and function centre surely will.

serafino.com.au | 39 Kangarilla Road, McLaren Vale,
South Australia 5171 Australia 13th Australian Space Forum
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Silentium Defence is a global leader in
the design and deployment of passive
radar systems for tactical and strategic
surveillance scenarios.

Silentium Defence
Exhibitor
silentiumdefence.com.au
Contact: Graeme Nayler
graeme.nayler@silentiumdefence.com.au
+61 417 223 295

A disruptive technology designed and
developed in Australia, our unique
situational awareness solutions enable
customers to detect without compromise
and act with confidence across sea, air, land,
and space domains.
Unlike traditional radar, passive radar
does not emit, doesn’t require spectrum
allocation to operate and does not create
a radiation hazard making it quick, safe and
more cost effective to deploy in densely
populated areas.
As a company we have more than 75 years,
domain-specific subject matter expertise
and our growing product suite of highperformance sensor systems addresses a
combined $19bn global market opportunity.

SITAEL is a global leader in the development
of next-generation small satellites and
satellite electric propulsion technologies
and is headquartered in Italy.
SITAEL Australia is the first company in
Australia with the ability to design and
manufacture satellites of up to 300kg for
local and regional customers.
SITAEL Australia
Exhibitor
sitaelaustralia.com
Contact: Mark Ramsey
info@sitaelaustralia.com
+61 413 665 120
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SITAEL Australia’s capabilities include
design, build and test of small satellites for a
broad range of missions including research
and development, communications, and
Earth observation.

With over 90 space-related companies
operating in the state and growing,
South Australia is the undisputed national
centre of Australia’s space industry.

South Australian Space Industry Centre
Major Sponsor
sasic.sa.gov.au
Contact: Darin Lovett
spaceoffice@sa.gov.au
+61 8 8463 7140
Home to the Australian Space Agency,
Australian Space Discovery Centre, worldclass Mission Control Centre, Australia’s
first two launch facility licences, first
state satellite and first dedicated space
manufacturing hub, the Australian Space
Park, South Australia continues to add to the
nation’s list of firsts in the space industry.

The South Australian Space Industry Centre
(SASIC) drives space industry innovation,
research, and entrepreneurial growth,
thus developing a thriving South Australian
space ecosystem, that supports Australia’s
national space strategy, and builds
opportunities for NewSpace.
The space industry contributes to the
development of other priority sectors
for South Australia, including defence,
agriculture, mining and tourism, and
services for the community such as health
and education. SASIC remains committed to
exploiting disruption, harnessing innovation,
and leveraging strong support to strengthen
our space industry.

Their service includes the five key pillars of
launch, including:
• Orbital launch: providing safe and rapid
access to polar and sun synchronous
orbits for rockets and payloads,

Southern Launch
Exhibitor
southernlaunch.space
Contact: Shivawn Young
shivawn.young@southernlaunch.space
+61 8 8359 2439
Southern Launch is a launch service provider,
headquartered in Adelaide, South Australia.
Southern Launch’s unique offering relates to
all elements of launch, including designing,
building, testing, and flying the next
generation of smart rocket vehicles.

• Suborbital launch: to safely test and
recover rocket technologies while
protecting the natural environment,
• Mission and campaign design,
including rocket propulsion testing
and safety analysis services,
• Rocket design and avionics
hardware consulting,
• Securing technology transfer, launch
licensing, and launch insurance.
Their team of leading engineers, project
managers, specialists, and regulation experts
have developed a full-service continuum
catering to the key needs of rocket
manufacturers and their payload customers.
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SmartSat CRC
Major Sponsor
smartsatcrc.com
Contact: Andy Koronios
andy.koronios@smartsatcrc.com
+61 438 851 905

The SmartSat Cooperative Research Centre
brings together over 100 national and
international partners who have invested
over $190 million, along with $55 million
in Federal Government funding under its
Cooperative Research Centres Program,
in a $245 million research effort over seven
years. Working closely with the Australian
Space Agency, SmartSat will make a strong
contribution to the Australian Government’s
goal of tripling the size of the space sector
to $12 billion and creating up to 20,000
jobs by 2030. Priority industry sectors for
SmartSat include agriculture and natural
resources; mining and energy; and defence
and national security.			
					
					
			

Our transportation and logistics services get
you precisely where you need to go in space.

Space Machines Company
Exhibitor
spacemachines.co
Contact: Helene Baron
helene@spacemachines.co
+61 411 297 694
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Space Machines Company provides fast,
precise and reliable access to different orbits,
enabling in-space mobility for destinations
near-Earth and in deep space to help
establish a space economy. We are building
a robust space transportation network
through transporters, servicing and fuelling
assets that are cost-effective and available
on-demand. Building in-space transportation
capability will exponentially transform access
and commercialisation of space.
Our Optimus orbital transfer vehicle (OTV)
has multiple applications: deployment
of payloads to desired orbits, inclination
changes, orbit raising (LEO to MEO,
LEO to GEO and GTO to GEO), servicing
(inspection and maintenance, life extension)
and exploration missions (cislunar and
interplanetary). 	
					
			

Building Australia’s
Space Industry
Conducting mission-oriented Research & Development
to shape the future of the nation’s space industry.
3 Capability Demonstrators

AquaWatch Australia
Water Management

3 End-User
Advisory
Boards

Indo-Paciﬁc Connector
Defence & National Security

Industry
Education
& Training

Working with industry to
develop Sector Priorities
which address end user
challenges and needs.

Partnered with National and
International universities.

1. Defence and National
Security
2. Mining and Energy
3. Agriculture and Natural
Resources

9 Professorial Chairs forming
an expert R&D advisory group.

Offering up to 70 PhD
scholarships.

Completion of the Australian
Space Industry Skills Gap
Analysis.

I-In-The-Sky
Disaster Management

Research

Projects aligned with
SmartSat’s 3 Capability
Demonstrator Missions
and Technology
Roadmap.
Creating Innovative R&D
opportunities through
industry-backed projects.

Aurora Space Cluster
Supporting Australian space startup companies, lifting
their technical, commercial and investment-readiness levels.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
info@smartsatcrc.com
www.smartsatcrc.com
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Spiral Blue is building the next generation
of Earth observation with Space Edge
Computing. We provide Space Edge
Computers to operators and manufacturers
of Earth observation satellites.

Spiral Blue
Exhibitor
spiralblue.space
Contact: Taofiq Huq
taofiq@spiralblue.space
+61 431 993 269

Space Edge Computing is the basis of our
Space Edge Services platform, which allows
end users to process data in space to solve
problems on Earth. 850,000 people today
already use Earth observation data.
We are building the technology to make this
data accessible to millions more. We have
launched our first Space Edge Computers
to space in July and will begin customer
trials for Space Edge Services in late 2022.

We currently support 850 residents across
3 main hubs in Sydney, Melbourne, and
Adelaide. Through our comprehensive
suite of programs, products and services,
we facilitate access to customers, capital,
expertise, community, and talent.

Stone and Chalk
Professional Partner
stoneandchalk.com.au
Contact: Christian Thaler-Wolski
christian@stoneandchalk.com.au
+ 61 8 8921 1388
Founded in 2015 in Sydney, Stone & Chalk
has a proven track record in developing
successful growth and support frameworks
for startups. Over the years, we have rapidly
expanded our footprint across other cities
and emerging tech verticals, forming a
national Impact Network.
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In Adelaide, Stone & Chalk operates the
Startup Hub at Lot Fourteen and the Space
Hub in the McEwin building, adjacent to
Australian Space Agency, SmartSat CRC,
the Australian Space Discovery Centre and
National Mission Control.
The Space Hub is home to Space related
startups, organisations or initiatives and
provides a vibrant environment. We also
run a series of Space related events, many
of which are open to the public and you’re
welcome to attend.				
					
					
					

Terry Plane is experienced in all streams
of media, government, industry, business
and had the privilege of being one of five
executives who managed the creation of
the Australian Formula One Grand Prix.

Terry Plane Media
Professional Partner
Contact: Terry Plane
thpkpk@gmail.com

Terry Plane is a great believer in
communication – external and internal
– and always aims to achieve clarity and
understanding.
Terry’s passion is writing, which is at the
heart of all journalism and communication.
When it comes to the English language he
is proud to be a pedant as pedantry equals
precision.
Currently Terry works to demystify media
and assist both sides of the communication
equation with accurate, engaging and
concise messaging.

The ATSF endeavours to inspire the next
generation of space expertise through a
culture rich in entrepreneurship, igniting
a curiosity for space and space-related
activities.

The Andy Thomas Space Foundation
Event Host
andythomas.foundation
Contact: Darcey Watson
d.watson@andythomas.foundation
+61 478 564 440
The Andy Thomas Space Foundation (ATSF) is
an Australian charity dedicated to supporting
the education and outreach goals of the
Australian Space Agency. By identifying
industry-leading strategies to enhance space
industry awareness among the Australian
community and driving national progress in
education, research and innovation,
we aim to make space accessible for all.

Our Education Fund successfully delivered
seven scholarship and prize programs to
the value of $230,000 in 2021, thanks to
the support of our wonderful sponsors and
donors. In 2022 we will provide students of all
ages with engaging and valuable education
opportunities through an expanded set
of Education Fund scholarships and
school programs.
The ATSF relies on contributions from
corporations and individuals, with capacity
to accept grants and tax-deductible
donations to provide these valuable
experiences for students.
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make history are found here for students
and industry to support long-term human
presence in deep space focussing on
habitation, agriculture, human health and
space law. Outcomes of our research will
not only benefit humans in space but will
positively impact life here on Earth.

The Andy Thomas Centre for
Space Resources
Silver Sponsor
ecms.adelaide.edu.au/atcsr
Contact: Marian MacLucas
marian.maclucas@adelaide.edu.au
+61 408 613 749
The Andy Thomas Centre for Space
Resources (ATCSR) is the University of
Adelaide’s hub for space research, creating
a collaborative interdisciplinary research
ecosystem with lunar simulation labs
not found anywhere else in the southern
hemisphere. Unique opportunities to
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The University of Adelaide is a world-class
research and teaching institution, centred
on discovering new knowledge, pursuing
innovation and preparing the educated
leaders of tomorrow. Australia’s third oldest
university, the University of Adelaide is
proudly ranked in the top one percent of
universities in the world. We attract academic
staff who are global leaders in their fields,
along with the best and brightest students.

Valiant Space
Exhibitor
valiantspace.com
Contact: Andrew Uscinski
andrew@valiantspace.com
+61 432 503 517

Valiant Space is an in-space propulsion
company developing thrusters for the rapidly
growing small satellite market. Utilising
non-toxic and self-pressurising propellants,
Valiant's bi-propellant thrusters are easy
to integrate, low cost, and can manoeuvre
satellites quickly to get them operational
sooner and for longer. The company's first
thruster, the VS-1, will enter the market at
the end of this year after an inaugural flight
demonstration
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Foundation
Supporters,
Sponsors &
Partners
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The Andy Thomas Space Foundation thanks the
following Government Supporters, Corporate Sponsors
and Professional Partners:

Constellation Sponsors

Planetary Sponsors

SME Sponsors

Start-Up Sponsors

Professional and Event Partners
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Venue Map
Adelaide Convention Centre
Ground Level, Halls C & D and H

Festival Drive

Hall C

Hall H

North Terrace

Forum Sessions: Hall C & D
Exhibition: Hall H
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Hall D

Exhibition
Floorplan
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Exhibition Floorplan
Adelaide Convention Centre
Ground Level, Hall H
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27

37

Exhibitors

01

South Australian Space
Industry Centre

37

The Andy Thomas Space
Foundation

02

cosine

38

Northern Territory Space Industry

03

SmartSat CRC

39

04

Aurora Space Cluster

The Andy Thomas Centre
for Space Resources

40

Rohde & Schwarz Australia

41

Frazer-Nash Consultancy

42

SITAEL Australia

43

Leonardo Australia

44

Blacktree Technology

45

Clearbox Systems

46

QuantX Labs

47

Silentium Defence

48

CSIRO

49

AMDA Foundation Limited

50

Bureau of Meteorology

51

Australian Space Agency

05

BRAEMAC

06

DEWC Systems

07

Inovor Technologies

08

REDARC Defence

09

Neumann Space

10

Space Machines Company

11

Gilmour Space Technologies

12

Nova Systems

13

Southern Launch

14

Nano Vacuum

15

Cicada Innovations

16

Anchoram Consulting

17

SES

18

MathWorks

19

Scitek Australia

20

Aerometrex

21/22

Italian Trade Agency

23

Arrow Electronics / Analog Devices

24

52/53/54 Department of Defence
55

Airbus Defence and Space

56

Microsoft

57

Deloitte

58

EOS

59

DUG Technology

Saab Australia

60

Boeing

25

Australian Institute of
Physics Congress

61

Saber Astronautics

62/63

Fleet Space

26

Praxis Aerospace

64

Dedicated Systems Australia

27

Valiant Space

65

HEO Robotics

28

PhosEnergy

66

Spiral Blue

29

Capricorn Space

67

AICRAFT

30

Australian Space
Discovery Centre

68

City of Salisbury

31

Stone and Chalk

69

High Commission of Canada

32

Catholic Education
South Australia

70

American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics - Adelaide
Section

33

Fizzics Education
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34

Makers Empire

35

Innovation & Collaboration Centre

Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade / Department of
Home Affairs

36

Hamilton Secondary College
(Department for Education)
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Sponsors
Thank you to our Sponsors

Major Sponsors

Supported by

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
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Exhibition Lounge Sponsor

Technology Sponsor

Coffee Cart Sponsors

Networking Hour Sponsor
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Human progress
is in space
exploration.

Quod Invenias Explorans
Spatium Progressus
Est Humanitatis

For more information

www.andythomas.foundation
contactus@andythomas.foundation
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